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Abstract 
Linguistic summarization is a descriptive data mining technique in which natural language is involved 

to help people to understand data easier; according to literature, natural language produces less 

complex and more comprehensible outputs to users, compared to the ones produced by 

computational language. The objective of this research is to design a methodology in which: 1) the 

number of linguistic summaries obtained from a data set bring the most valuable information to the 

user; 2) the user is involved in the evaluation of the linguistic summaries instead of only using 

theoretical quality measures. To develop the research project, a case study was conducted at 

“Connecting Agri & Food”, a company that gathers data from different pig barns and presents it via 

a dashboard (that includes linguistic summaries) to the farmers the company work with. It is shown, 

based on the case study, that, 1) linguistic summarization is an adequate technique to extract 

information for the user; 2) involving the user in the design of the methodology is important to get 

insights of interestingness for linguistic summaries; 3) a generalized methodology can be proposed 

to simplify the process in other contexts. The methodology designed and implemented in CA&F was 

successful according to theoretical and practical validation, though it has room for improvement 

since this was one of the first attempts to improve the previous system of linguistic summarization 

implemented in the company. With this project, the gap between what the designers think is useful 

and what the users require, that was found in literature, was reduced to a point in which the designer 

and user expectations can be aligned in linguistic summarization. 
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1.  Introduction  
Today, humans live in a time with several advances in information technology, where big amounts 
of data are collected constantly. These data are only useful when it is transformed properly to 
interpret it, resulting in a gain of information and knowledge (IBM, 2018). However, as Wilbik (2010) 
stated, although there are many powerful data mining and knowledge discovery techniques to 
extract information, there is still much effort required from humans to understand data.  

In several fields, the most common approach to analyze data is using graphs (Saraiya, Lee, & North, 
2005). However, the comprehension of such graphs can be effortful and error prone because it 
depends on the characteristics of the graph, the viewers’ knowledge and viewers’ prior expectations 
about its content (Shah & Hoeffner, 2002); relative complex cognitive processes are required to 
understand graphical displays (Carpenter & Shah, 1998). Since there is no fully natural 
communication between information systems and human beings, there is an urgent need to create 
summarization systems. 

For this reason, Reiter et al (2008) believed that data-to-text solution (e.g linguistic summaries) 

based on natural language can be more effective than traditional representations of data (e.g. 

graphs). Natural Language Generation (NLG) field has the potential to produce less complex and 

more comprehensible models to human beings (Marín & Sánchez, 2016).  

Linguistic summarization is a descriptive data mining technique that helps people to extract 

information from data and it helps to guide users (e.g. analysts, managers) towards useful 

information (Dijkman & Wilbik, 2017); this approach is based on the use of computing with words 

and perception paradigm, introduced by Zadeh (2002) using the concept of protoforms (Kacprzyk & 

Zadrożny, 2009b), which are templates for descriptive statements (i.e. linguistic summaries (LSs)). 

However, the number of possible LSs obtained from a single dataset can be overwhelming, 

increasing the complexity for abstracting valuable information for users. Thus, it is important to 

determine which LSs are useful and appropriate for target users so that the process of decision 

making is well-supported and the tradeoff between complexity and precision of information is 

balanced (Marín & Sánchez, 2016). 

As a company that gathers data from pig barns and translate them into graphs, gauges and LSs for 

the farmers (via a dashboard), Connecting Agri & Food (CA&F) is dealing with the problem of finding 

the adequate number of useful LSs from a pool of potential LSs; LSs that appear on the farmers’ 

dashboards are not considered by them as they do not find current LSs completely useful. 

This thesis focused on designing a methodology to identify the most useful LSs to end-users by 
involving users in its development, so that decision making is well-supported. To solve the problem, 
a main research question was proposed: 

How a methodology can be developed to find the most useful LSs for the users?  

To answer the previous question, some sub questions were also proposed: 

1. How a dictionary for LSs should be built based on linguistic variables? 
2. What is the most interesting/useful information to the end-users? 
3. How many LSs should be shown? 
4. How LSs should be ranked? 
5. Is the proposed method appropriate for the users? 
6. Can the method be generalized to other contexts? 
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To solve the previous questions and to validate the methodology, a practical approach was 
performed at CA&F, using data from pig barns and gathering feedback from experts and end-users 
(i.e. farmers). CA&F’s project in which the thesis was developed, and where the users were involved, 
is called “Slimme Stal”, in which data of temperature, air humidity and carbon dioxide are gathered 
from around 70 pig barns (including pigs and piglets) around the Netherlands. 

The sections that guide this thesis are the following: in Section 2, a background of LSs is given; in 
Section 3, a background of the AS-IS LSs in CA&F is detailed; in Section 4, the methodology and 
process to solve the problem is explained; in Section 5, the validation process of an AS-IS situation 
on linguistic summarization is explained; in Section 6, the designed method to find useful LSs 
considering theoretical and practical knowledge is depicted; in Section 7, a generalization for the 
method is presented, using transferable generalization; finally, in Section 7, conclusions, 
recommendations, future research and limitations are described.  
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2. Background on linguistic summaries 
Linguistic data summarization is part of the descriptive discovery techniques in data mining (Maimon 
& Rokach, 2005). It is the process in which complex and big data are described comprehensively to 
users, via short texts in natural language in the way of protoforms, using fuzzy logic (Kacprzyk & 
Zadrozny, 2015). 

A linguistic summary (LS) is a short descriptive statement or text that can be represented as 
protoforms (or linguistic templates) to standardize linguistic results and to be easily comprehended 
by domain specialists (Wilbik, 2010). Considering the approach proposed by Yager, a LS is a 
quantified proposition that can be presented in two general protoforms (Dijkman & Wilbik, 2017): 

• Simple protoform: “Q y’s are P” 

• Extended protoform: “Q y’s that met condition R are P” 

Q, P and R, are linguistic variables (LVs) which can take values of words in a natural language 
(Zadeh, 1975) and, on the other hand, “y” is the object that the LS is describing. Q is the 
quantifier (i.e. LV that describes relative or absolute quantity), R is the qualifier (i.e. LV that 
describes an attribute) and P is the summarizer (i.e. LV for another attribute).  

An example on how a LS looks is shown next (related to C&AF): 

• Simple protoform: “Most of the data of temperature were OK” 

• Extended protoform: “Few of the data where humidity was high, temperatures were OK” 

The specific words in bold are known as Linguistic Terms (LTs) and they make up a LV that 
describes the underlined objects (quantity, temperature and humidity). 

The broad process to create and select the most appropriate LS for the users is shown in Figure 1; 
this process is aligned to the process proposed by Kacprzyk & Zadrozny (2003). 

 
Figure 1. Process to select linguistic summaries to the user 

In the following sub sections, more detail is given about creating a dictionary (Section 2.1), 
generating LSs (Section 2.2) and evaluating LSs (Section 2.3), according to the steps shown in 
Figure 1. 
 

2.1 Dictionary of linguistic summaries 

A dictionary for LSs is a consolidation of parameters of the LTs and LVs that are going to be used 

to build up the LSs. To understand better the concept of dictionary, first an introduction of the 

hierarchy of linguistic objects is shown in Section 2.2.1 and then, an explanation on how LTs are 

defined is given in Section 2.2.2 
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2.1.1 Hierarchy of linguistic objects 
As explained before, LSs are template-based texts that use LVs composed by LTs, in order to 
give a meaning to the sentence; a hierarchy of LSs, LVs and LTs, with examples from CA&F, is 
shown in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2. Hierarchy of linguistic terms, variables and summary 

To build a LS, first it is important to define which are the LVs to consider in the model and once 
this is known, the LTs must be listed; in other words, it is important to define the set of each LV 
by assigning different LTs that are labeled by an expert or a user. 
 

2.1.2 Linguistic terms as membership functions 
After choosing the desired LVs and defining the LTs’ labels, LTs must be defined in terms of 

parameters. To define parameters of LTs, Membership Functions (MFs) are used as they link 

numerical values to LTs. Commonly, these MFs are based on fuzzy sets (Dijkman & Wilbik, 

2017), which are defined by experts based on their knowledge and experience (Wilbik, Keller, & 

Bezdek, 2014) as there is no rules that can be used to choose the correct membership 

generation technique (Medasani, Kim, & Krishnapuram, 1998). 

A membership function (MF) is a fuzzy set S in X (universe of discourse) that is defined as 𝑆 =

{(𝑥, 𝜇𝑆(𝑥))|𝑥 ∈ 𝑋} , where 𝜇𝑆(𝑥) is the grade of membership whose range is [0,1] (Dijkman & 

Wilbik, 2017) and the range of the universe of discourse depends on the variable that is being 

defined. A MF can be defined with certain shape (triangular, trapezoidal, gaussian, etc.), but in 

general, for practical success, it is proven theoretically that trapezoidal MFs work well (Barua, 

Snigdha, & Kosheleva, 2014). To show an example of a MF defining a LT, Figure 3 is depicted, 

in which one LT (“High”) for LV temperature is defined with a trapezoidal MF. 

  
Figure 3. Example of membership function of linguistic term “High” for linguistic variable “Temperature” 

 

Parameter x (°C) µ_P(x)

a 25 0

b 30 1

c 40 1

d 45 0
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Once all the LTs are defined within each LV, a dictionary for LSs can be created, in which all LTs 
with their corresponding parameters (depending on the shape of the MF) are consolidated. This is 
the base to make the necessary calculations and to evaluate, afterwards, the LSs. This will be 
explained in Section 2.3. 
 

2.2 Generation of linguistic summaries 

Once it is understood what a LS is and what is a dictionary, it is important to clarify how the LSs are 

generated. It can be said that there are two general approaches: brute force approach and efficient 

approaches. The brute force approach generates all possible LSs by making all possible 

combinations of the dictionary and putting them into protoforms. However, this is a full search 

algorithm which is time-consuming (Kacprzyk & Zadrożny, 2013). The LSs that are generated can 

be called potential LSs as only some of them are going to be shown to the user after an evaluation 

(Section 2.3). On the other hand, efficient approaches avoid generating large number of summaries; 

they try to filter or combine summaries prior to obtain the potential LSs. This is the case of the 

algorithm of Wilbik & Dijkman (2016) in which a clustering based on similarities of potential LSs is 

performed in order to get less number LSs. These types of alternatives are smarter in terms of 

computational time (efficiency) and also for simplifying evaluation. 

2.3 Evaluation of linguistic summaries 
Due to the numerous number of LSs generated, quality measures are necessary to evaluate the 

goodness of a LS compared to the data, including interestingness to the user (Kacprzyk & Yager, 

2001); in fact, the most important part of the process of linguistic summarization is the evaluation of 

summaries (Boran, Akay, & Yager, 2016). If there were no quality measures, then it would mean 

that any LS could be presented to the user randomly, without considering the real usefulness for 

him/her; thus, at least the basic criterion known as degree of truth (validity) should be used to 

evaluate and choose LSs (Wilbik, 2010).  

2.3.1 Degree of Truth 
The degree of truth or validity proposed by Yager is the basic criterion to evaluate the quality of 

the LS; degree of truth has a range of [0,1] and it determines to which degree a proposition 

(potential summary) is true (Wilbik, 2010). The degree of truth (𝑇) for simple and extendend 

protoform based on Zadeh calculus (Kacprzyk & Zadrozny, 2009a); Wilbik (2010)) can be 

calculated as: 

• Simple Protoform: 

𝑇(𝑄 𝑦′𝑠 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑃) = 𝜇𝑄 (
1

𝑛
∑ 𝜇𝑃(𝑦𝑖)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 ) 

• Extended Protoform:  

𝑇(𝑄 𝑦′𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑃) = 𝜇𝑄 (
∑ min(𝜇𝑅(𝑦𝑖), 𝜇𝑃(𝑦𝑖))𝑛

𝑖=1

∑ 𝜇𝑅(𝑦𝑖)𝑛
𝑖=1

 )  

There are different methods to calculate the degree of truth, depending on the type of Fuzzy 

Sets used, but Zadeh’s calculus approach was used as it is simple to implement, easy to 

understand and it can deal with different types of MF’s or different types of protoforms, as also 

argued by Wilbik (2010). 
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2.3.2 Other quality measures for evaluation of linguistic summaries 
Although degree of truth is the basic criterion to evaluate LSs, there are more quality measures 

in literature. Some of them are: 

• Degree of focus: As the degree of truth, focus helps to limit the search for the best LSs 

(Kacprzyk & Wilbik, 2009b). It analyzes the proportion of trends (extracted from a time-series) 

fulfilling condition of qualifier R (Wilbik, 2010); however, this measurement can only help to 

search for best LSs if they are expressed in the extended protoform (with simple protoforms, 

the degree of focus is 1).  

• Degree of covering: This degree is similar to the degree of focus; nonetheless, trends in time-

series data are not used for qualifier R. The degree of covering is used to show the proportion 

of elements P (and R) of the LS to the number of these elements in the entire data set (Wilbik, 

2010). Also, it differs to degree of focus because it can be used for simple and extended 

protoforms. It is defined by Wu & Mendel (2011) as degree of coverage which describes the 

generality of the LS and calculates how many data support a rule; this measurement is 

related to the measure of support in association rules (Wilbik, 2010)  

• Degree of appropriateness: It can be only evaluated in the LSs in the way of extended 

protoforms (i.e. value of this degree is 0 for simple protoforms) (Niewiadomski, 2010). It 

indicates to which extent a LS is surprising to the user and thus, seems to be more 

useful/interesting for humans (Kacprzyk & Wilbik, 2009b). This unexpectedness can also be 

seen as the degree of outlier of Wu & Mendel (2011), nevertheless, the latter authors argued 

that this is not a measurement for usefulness but for understanding the novelty of the LS. 

For usefulness, the degree of reliability was proposed (Wu & Mendel, 2011). 

• Length of summary: It is related to the number of predicates that can be found in a single LS. 

The longer the summary, the less easily to understand the message by humans (Wilbik, 

2010). The length of summary is calculated similarly according to Wilbik (2010) and 

Niewiadomski (2010); a different calculation is done for the degree of simpicity because it 

depends on the structure IF-THEN, but it is the same concept (Wu & Mendel, 2011). 

• Degree of reliability: It is related to usefulness concept of Hirota and Pedrycz and considers 

both, the degree of truth and degree of coverage. A high reliable LS has high degree of truth 

and sufficient coverage (Wu & Mendel, 2011). 

• Representativeness: Is the weighted average of degree of truth to make a LS more valuable 

in case of similar values of validity (Donis Díaz,  Bello Pérez, &  Valencia Morales, 2011). 

This concept was proposed to be applied to other quality measures in case of “tie” of LSs. 

• Informativeness: Using degree of specificity and degree of focus (for extended protoforms), 

it evaluates if the information contained in a summary is enough and not many 

informativeness has been lost when summarizing (Wilbik & Kacprzyk, 2012). 

• Degree of specificity: is the extent to which the LS clearly identifies the concepts in the data 

(Castillo Ortega,  Marín,  Sánchez, &  Tettamanzi, 2012). In other words, it points how 

specific the LS is (exact knowledge shared by the text). 

• Degree of imprecision: It is related to the way the fuzzy parameters are set for each linguistic 

term; in fact, this degree does not depend on the data to be summarized but only on the 

definition of the LVs (Kacprzyk & Wilbik, 2010); thus, it is not useful to measure quality of 

LSs per sé. The degree of imprecision can be calculated using the degree of fuzziness 

(Niewiadomski, 2010). 

• Degree of fuzziness: It describes the degree of imprecision of LVs in the summary, however, 

it has no high relevance in evaluating LSs (Kacprzyk & Wilbik, 2010). 
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The last three quality measures are more focused on the fuzzy definition of LTs than on the 

evaluation of the usefulness of LSs to the user. All of the previous measurements, in theory, are 

intended to cover the maxims of Grice: quality, quantity, relevance and simplicity to evaluate LSs 

(Boran, Akay, & Yager, 2016) and also the concepts of evaluation of Hirota and Pedrycz which 

consider validity, generality, usefulness, novelty and simplicity (Wu & Mendel, 2011); both sets 

of concepts are interrelated.  

In Table 1, a summary of the formulas to calculate each of the quality measures explained before 

is shown. 

Quality Measure 
Simple Protoform (Q cases are 

P) 
Extended Protoform (Q cases that met 

condition R, are P) 
Source 

Degree of Truth (𝑻) 𝜇𝑄 (
1

𝑛
∑ 𝜇𝑃(𝑦𝑖)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 ) 𝜇𝑄 (
∑ min(𝜇𝑅(𝑦𝑖), 𝜇𝑃(𝑦𝑖))𝑛

𝑖=1

∑ 𝜇𝑅(𝑦𝑖)𝑛
𝑖=1

 ) 

(Kacprzyk, 
Wilbik, & 

Zadrozny, 2006) 

Degree of Focus 

(𝒅𝒇𝒐𝒄) 
𝑁/𝐴 

1

𝑛
∑ 𝜇𝑅(𝑦𝑖)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 
(Kacprzyk & 

Wilbik, 2009b) 

Degree of Covering 
(𝒅𝒄) 

1

𝑛
∑ 𝜇𝑃(𝑦𝑖)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 
1

𝑛
∑ min(𝜇𝑅(𝑦𝑖), 𝜇𝑅(𝑦𝑖))

𝑛

𝑖=1

 
(Kacprzyk & 
Wilbik, 2008) 

Degree of 
Appropriateness (𝒅𝒂) 

𝑁/𝐴 |∏
𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑{𝑦: 𝜇𝐴𝑖

(𝑦) > 0}

𝑛

𝑚

𝑖=1

−
𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑{𝑦: ∀𝐴𝑖  𝜇𝐴𝑖

(𝑦) > 0}

𝑛
| 

 

(Kacprzyk & 
Wilbik, 2009b) 

Length of Summary 
(𝒅𝒍) 

2 × (0.5)𝑏, where b is number of 
fuzzy sets in P 

𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝑃) + 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝑅), where 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝑥) is number of 

fuzzy sets in 𝑥 

(Kacprzyk & 
Yager, 2001), 
(Kacprzyk & 

Wilbik, 2009a) 

Degree of Specificity 
(𝒅𝒔) 

𝑑𝑠 = 𝑤𝑃𝑆𝑝(𝑃) + 𝑤𝑄𝑆𝑝(𝑄) where,  

𝑆𝑝(𝑋) = 1 −
𝑐 + 𝑑 − (𝑎 + 𝑏)

2
 

For trapezoidal MFs 

𝑑𝑠 = 𝑤𝑃𝑆𝑝(𝑃) + 𝑤𝑅𝑆𝑝(𝑅) + 𝑤𝑄𝑆𝑝(𝑄) where,  

𝑆𝑝(𝑋) = 1 −
𝑐 + 𝑑 − (𝑎 + 𝑏)

2
 

For trapezoidal MFs 

(Kacprzyk & 
Strykowski, 

1999) 
 (Kacprzyk & 
Wilbik, 2010) 

Degree of Reliability 
(𝑹) 

min (𝑇, 𝑑𝑐) min (𝑇, 𝑑𝑐) 
(Wu & Mendel, 

2011) 

Representativeness 
(𝑬) 

∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑇𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑇𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 
(Donis et al., 

2011) 

Informativeness (𝑰) max (
(𝑇 × 𝑆𝑝(𝑄) × 𝑆𝑝(𝑃)),

((1 − 𝑇) × 𝑆𝑝(𝑄𝑐) × 𝑆𝑝(𝑃𝑐))
) max (

(𝑇 × 𝑆𝑝(𝑄) × 𝑆𝑝(𝑃) × 𝑆𝑝(𝑅) × 𝑑𝑓),

((1 − 𝑇) × 𝑆𝑝(𝑄𝑐) × 𝑆𝑝(𝑃𝑐) × 𝑆𝑝(𝑅) × 𝑑𝑓)
) 

(Yager, Ford, & 
Cañas, 1990)  

Table 1. Formulas to calculate the different quality measurements to evaluate linguistic summaries 

After reviewing the calculations for each quality measure, it was necessary to understand which 

values were expected for good LSs as depicted in Table 2. This table is also based on the 

conclusions by Niewiadomski (2010). 

Quality Measure 
Range of the 
Measurement 

Value for Goodness of 
Linguistic Summary 

Degree of Truth (𝑻) [0,1] High 

Degree of Focus (𝒅𝒇𝒐𝒄) [0,1] High 

Degree of Covering (𝒅𝒄) [0,1] High 

Degree of Appropriateness (𝒅𝒂) [0,1] High 

Length of Summary (𝒅𝒍) (0,inf) Low 

Degree of Specificity (𝒅𝒔) [0,1] Medium 

Degree of Reliability (𝑹) [0,1] High 

Representativeness (𝑬) [0,1] High 
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Informativeness (𝑰) [0,1] High 

Table 2. Expected values for good linguistic summaries 

The values of goodness of the quality measures shown in Table 2 apply when it is desired to 

describe the data and get the result of the most representative LS according to the data, but not 

necessarily the most useful to the user. 

2.3.3 Methods prune, rank and select linguistic summaries 
The previous section of quality measures described some of the most classical and common 

indicators to evaluate LSs and select the most interesting one for the user. In general, each 

reviewed author used them in different ways in order to achieve their specific study goal. 

Therefore, it is proposed to group all the different algorithms into three categories of what authors 

did to select the most useful LS: 

1. Thresholds: using them as hurdles to filter which LSs are candidates to be presented to 

the user. Usually, these thresholds are defined by the user and the most common ones 

to use in association rules are the minimum confidence and minimum support (Liu & Li, 

2017). They correspond to a threshold for degree of truth (Baczko, Kacprzyk, & Zadrozny, 

2011) and for degree of covering (Wilbik, 2010), respectively. 

2. Dominance: by comparing the quality measures (the ones they used in their own studies), 

authors dropped some of the LSs if they were dominated by other(s) LS; using the 

notation of (Dahbi, Jabri, Balouki, & Gadi, 2016), an LS  𝑥 is dominant over other LS 𝑦 if 

𝑓𝑖(𝑥) ≥ 𝑓𝑖(𝑦) ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 ∀𝑥, 𝑦; 𝑥 ≠ 𝑦 ∈ 𝐿𝑆𝑠 (Castillo Ortega,  Marín,  Sánchez, 

&  Tettamanzi, 2012). 

3. Combination of measures: authors used combination of quality measures, for instance 

using weights, to select the best one among the pool of potential LSs that were 

candidates. The most common combination found in the literature review was a linear 

combination of different quality measures as (Donis Díaz,  Bello Pérez, &  Valencia 

Morales, 2011): 

𝑔 = 𝑤1𝑇1 + 𝑤2𝑇2 + 𝑤3𝑇3 + 𝑤4𝑇4, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 ∑ 𝑤𝑖
4
𝑖=1 = 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇𝑖 ∈ 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠  

However, this is not the only possibility and it can be validated by the researcher. 
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3. Context of Connecting Agri & Food: Case Study 
As part of the project “Slimme Stal”, CA&F created a dashboard in which farmers can track the 

variables of temperature, air humidity and carbon dioxide for the pig barn in which the sensors are 

installed. The widgets that are used in the dashboard are time-series graphs, live gauges and LSs. 

An example of the dashboard is shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. Example of the dashboard presented to the farmers 

The dashboard of CA&F is a flexible software in the sense that farmers can hide or show the widgets 

they require and find more useful. The gauges show live numbers, while the graphs are updated 

every ten minutes. The LSs are updated every day and they only described the daily temperature 

range. CA&F’s experts defined the dictionary of LVs that was used to generate them.  

Before entering to the detail of the methodology, process and results of the project, it is relevant to 

describe the AS-IS situation of LSs of CA&F.  

3.1 Dictionary of Linguistics Variables 
In the case of CA&F, the most relevant attributes for LSs are quantity, temperature, relative humidity 

and carbon dioxide; however, the only LVs that were used in the LSs of the dashboard were quantity 

and difference in temperature per day. According to CA&F expert, the measurement of variability of 

temperature was decided to be a range (i.e. difference in temperature per day using the max. and 

min. temperature) because stability during the day is important for piglets and pigs in their barns. 

The linguistic terms used in each LV defined by CA&F’s expert were: 

 

𝐿𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 = {𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑑, 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙, 𝑇𝑜𝑜 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ} 

𝐿𝑉𝑄 = {𝑎𝑙𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑎𝑙𝑙, 𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑡, 𝑎 𝑙𝑜𝑡, 𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟, 𝑎 𝑓𝑒𝑤} 

 

The MFs that were defined by CA&F’s experts are shown in Figure 5. As depicted, the MFs used for 

the LV of quantity was defined as fuzzy with domain [0.1,1.0] and trapezoidal membership [0,1], 

while the LV of temperature range was defined as crisp (i.e. non-fuzzy) with domain [0,inf) and 

membership [0,1]. 
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Figure 5. Membership functions defined by CA&F previously to the start of this project 

 

3.2 Form and Presentation of Linguistic Summaries to Target Users (Farmers) 
As explained in Section 2, LSs can be presented to user in the way of Yager, using protoforms. 

CA&F decided to create the LSs using extended protoforms in the way of Yager (i.e. “Q cases in 

which condition R is met, are P”) with a small variation in which the qualifier (i.e. R) is not an attribute 

of the data but it is informing the user which data set was used; at the end, this means that CA&F 

used simple protoforms but with additional data). The LSs presented to the users were two: 

• “Q of the differences in temperature for the last 7 days are P” 

• “Q of the differences in temperature for the last 28 days are P” 
Where 𝑄 ∈ 𝐿𝑉𝑄 and 𝑃 ∈ 𝐿𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝. 

It is important to notice that in this case, there are LTs that represent a desired situation (e.g. “Good”), 
in which the values of LVs are in the desired range, and others that represent an undesired situation 
(e.g. “Too High”), in which case the farmers shall do adjustments to ventilation in the pig barns. 

3.3 Evaluation of Linguistic Summaries 
To decide which LS would be shown to the farmers, CA&F relied on the highest degree of truth using 

the simple protoform formula shown in Section 2.3.1, since only one LS per bucket of time (7 or 28 

days) was presented.  

To sum up, CA&F had a good base to develop LSs, but MFs for the LVs of humidity and carbon 

dioxide were missing. Therefore, LSs for these variables were not presented in the dashboards for 

the farmers to check them. Also, the farmers argued during interviews that one of the issues that 

could help to increase the usefulness of LSs was that the three variables (temperature range, 

humidity and carbon dioxide) were shown and not only temperature range. 
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4. Methodology and Process 
As stated in Section 1, this thesis focused on designing a method to identify the most useful LSs for 

end-users, by involving them in its development, so that decision making is well-supported. Note 

that according to Figure 1, to develop the process of mining LSs, it is important to consider theoretical 

knowledge and practical knowledge, in which users and experts are involved in the process. For this 

reason, it was proposed to make use of the design science framework proposed by Wieringa (2014).   

4.1 Design Science as framework 
Design science refers to the design and investigation of artifacts in context (Wieringa, 2014) where 
artifact is anything that is designed for a useful purpose such as a method and the context is 
something to be influenced in a positive way (Wieringa, 2014). In the case of this project, the artifact 
refers to a method to identify the most useful LSs. 
 
To design a method, it is necessary to extend the context with the practical and theoretical 
perspective, such that both inputs are involved. Practical context involves the stakeholders’ 
objectives while the theoretical context consists on already existing facts/theories that may help to 
answer knowledge questions (Wieringa, 2014) 
 
A framework based on the design science is presented in Figure 6.  This framework is useful for this 
project because it is an iterative process that will help to design a useful method, considering not 
only stakeholders’ goals but also available theories. Nevertheless, in this research project, the 
implementation is out of scope. 
 

 
Figure 6. Proposed methodology based on Wieringa’s framework of design science 

The components of the methodology on Figure 6 are: 
1. Theoretical knowledge: This refers to what can be found in academic research regarding 

LSs, LVs and quality measures. 
2. Practical knowledge: It is mainly related to stakeholder’s interests (e.g. farmers and the 

company) but also related to data-driven understanding. 
3. Evaluation: Stage in which some results are presented to end-users and a feedback will be 

obtained from them, so that design could be improved. It can also be referred as a validation 
activity.  
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4.2 Development process of the project 
The proposed artifact is a method to identify the most useful LSs to target users using theory and 

practical approaches. To develop this method and solve the research question, a process was 

proposed based on the framework described in Section 4.1. It is important to clarify that the various 

stages of the project were linked to the different sub questions established in Section 1. The process 

is depicted in Figure 7.  

 
Figure 7. Process to develop the solution to the main research question 

For each activity of Figure 7 an approach was proposed to perform it: 

1. Validation of current dictionary and LSs: Analyze the LVs, LTs and LSs using experts’ 
knowledge, statistical analysis and theoretical definitions. In this validation stage, a proposal 
for parameters of LTs that were not previously defined is given. 

2. Understand most important values: Perform interviews and surveys to rank importance of 
LTs and LVs according to users and experts. 

3. Number of LSs: Perform interviews and theory related to human cognitive abilities to estimate 
how many LSs to present to the user. 

4. How to rank LS: Use users’ input of importance of LTs and theoretical quality measurements. 
5. Validation: Execute scenarios of the design to obtain outputs and compared them to what 

the designer expected. Also, perform Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) questionnaire to 
check if outputs of the design are aligned to expectations of users. 

6. Generalization of methodology:  Check the parts of the whole process that can be applied to 
any industry in any context, raising questions that should be answered in the process. 

For activities 2 to 4 (capsuled in design of methodology), an iterative validation was proposed until 
users were satisfied with the design. It is important to clarify that the first step (i.e. validation) is more 
a theory to practice approach, while designing the methodology and generalizing relies more on a 
practice to theory approach as shown in Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8. Type of approach per each activity of the process to develop this thesis 
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5. Validation of dictionary and linguistic summaries 
The first step of the project was to validate the status of LSs at the company in order to know if the 

concepts were understood and implemented correctly. This assessment considered a theoretical 

approach in which elements found in literature were compared to the elements in practice 

implemented by CA&F. Considering the broad process of creating LSs shown in Figure 1, it was 

important to validate not only LVs (input for LSs) but also how the evaluation of LSs was performed. 

In Section 5.1 a theoretical background is given to understand how to validate LVs, LSs and how 

LTs can be defined and in Section 5.2 a validation was performed to the AS-IS situation of LSs in 

CA&F. 

5.1 Background on validation of elements of mining with linguistic summaries 
In this section, a theoretical approach for validation of the process to obtain LSs is proposed. Not 

only the parameters and inputs of LSs should be evaluated theoretically, but also how the LS is 

selected to be shown to the user.  

In Section 5.1.1 the approach to validate LVs is shown and in Section 5.1.2 the approach to validate 

the current evaluation of the LSs is explained. 

5.1.1 Validation on linguistic variables (and linguistic terms) 
A subprocess to validate the LVs was proposed considering the elements of MF’s discussed in 

Section 2; it is shown in Figure 9. This subsection follows these validation steps. 

 
Figure 9. Proposed sub process to validate linguistic variables and linguistic terms 

5.1.1.1 LVs considered in the model 

To begin with the validation, it was important to understand the model itself: which LVs were 

being considered in the analysis. Considering Yager’s protoforms it was clear that a quantifier 

Q was required as well as at least one summarizer P (attribute). 

In terms of the quantifier Q, it was supposed to be defined as absolute quantifier or as a 

relative quantifier. Absolute fuzzy quantifiers are fuzzy sets whose domain are real numbers, 

while relative fuzzy quantifiers are defined by fuzzy sets with domain in the interval [0,1] 

(Galindo, Carrasco, & Almagro, 2008). When selecting absolute quantifiers, a greater 

specificity is desired compared to the relative quantifiers (Lesot,  Moyse, &  Bouchon-

Meunier, 2016), but there is more dependence on the amount of data registered. 

5.1.1.2 Number and labels of MFs per LV 

Once the LVs were clear, the next question to solve is how many linguistic terms were in 

each LV and how they should be labeled. The main LVs in a LS are the quantifier Q and the 

summarizer P which were explained in Section 2. 

Although some approaches to estimations of MFs of fuzzy set had been done, there does 

not exist any general methodology to define quantifiers (or summarizers and qualifiers), since 
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there is no theoretical foundation to do it; estimations can be based on psychological 

analysis, statistics and preference methods (Ying, 2006). The number of quantifiers (or 

summarizers and qualifiers) to use could be linked to the magic number seven plus/minus 

two proposed by Miller (1956) which is the number of digits in the span of immediate memory; 

this number is also supported by chunking theory where the number of small chunks that can 

be retained in the short term memory is seven (Gobet & Clarkson, 2004). 

Quantifier Q 

Not necessarily there should be seven quantifiers as Miller’s magic number suggests. 

Quantifiers had been used during decades in rating scales for psychological evaluations and 

surveys. In fact, Rohrmann (2007) showed that verbal labels (i.e. quantifiers) were also 

subject of study since 1955 with different terms such as vague quantifiers (related to 

fuzziness), graders, modifiers, among others. These quantifiers are still matter of research 

since various types of questionnaires and data collection use rating scales as a primary 

response mode because verbal labelling facilitates communication (e.g. 

"not/slightly/fairly/quite/very”) (Rohrmann, 2007) 

For the number of quantifiers, Green & Rao (1970) argued that six or seven scale responses 

are adequate for practical issues since two- or three-point responses led to similar results in 

dissimilar data. Cox (1980) showed that using five categories, reliability is gained in high 

proportion (compared to a smaller number of alternatives) and that increasing the number of 

alternatives further than that, led to a minor potential gain in reliability. Preston & Colman 

(2000) reported in their study that according to reliability, validity, power and preferences 

(which included ease of use, quick of use and express of feelings), rating scales with seven 

and nine alternatives are generally preferred; however, if only considering ease of use, the 

number of alternatives could be lowered to five (ease). 

According to the previous studies, there is not a unique number for the quantity of quantifiers 

Q; it could vary from five to nine linguistic terms, but some assumptions or preferences need 

to be considered, depending on the context (Cox, 1980). Miller’s magic number still applies 

for this range of linguistic terms for quantifier Q. 

Summarizer P (or qualifier R) 

Authors like Bouchon-Meunier, Dotoli, & Maione (1996), Hong & Chen (1999) and Kaur & 

Kaur (2009) agreed that to define MFs as fuzzy sets, there are three basic approches: 

constructing them considering expert knowledge, using statistical analysis or using machine 

learning. However, statistical analysis and/or machine learning are used to define the 

parameters of the MFs, and not the number of MF’s.  

MFs for linguistic terms are usually defined by experts based on their knowledge and 

experience (Wilbik, Keller, & Bezdek, 2014). Users and experts should be able to define their 

own fuzzy MFs since they have the knowledge (Galindo, Carrasco, & Almagro, 2008) and 

the accuracy of these MFs is proportional to designer’s expertise (Kaur & Kaur, 2009). Since 

human experts play an important role in defining MFs (Hong & Chen, 1999), the expert 

knowledge is fundamental when stating the number of MFs per LV. 
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Labels of Linguistic Terms 

In the definition of the number of LTs per LV, labelling is an important part of it, but it is 

completely defined by the user; the important issue here is that there is no ambiguity in terms 

used. 

5.1.1.3 Crips or Fuzzy MFs 

It is common to define MFs as fuzzy sets and not as crisp sets; this is supported by (Zadeh 

L. , Fuzzy Logic, 1988) who stated that approximate reasoning by means of fuzzy logic play 

a fundamental role in the ability of decision making in an environment of uncertainty and 

imprecision. Also, vagueness is not a defect of but an important tool for creative thinking that 

help interpretation (Mamdami, 1976).  

5.1.1.4 Form/Shape of MFs 

There are many ways to parametrize a MF using different shapes, depending on the problem. 

There are triangular, trapezoidal, gaussian, pi, sigmoidal, among others forms for MFs 

(MathWorks, 2019). Some of them have advantages like flexibility or precision, but in general, 

for practical success it is proven theoretically that trapezoidal MFs works well (Barua, 

Snigdha, & Kosheleva, 2014). Authors like Delgado, Herrera & Martínez (1998), Barua et al. 

(2014) and Pedrycz (1994) agree that trapezoidal (and triangular) MFs constitute a practical 

solution for emerging fuzzy modeling. Thus, a trapezoidal or triangular shaped MFs are 

considered the most practical types for each MF that is assigned to a LT. However, if only 

degree of truth is being used to evaluate the LSs, triangular or pi shaped MFs are preferred 

over trapezoidal-shaped MFs, since the latter results in values of 1 for certain range in the 

universe of discourse which will not tell which LS is better over others (Jain, Jiang, & Keller, 

2016). 

5.1.1.5 Correct Universe of Discourse 

As explained in Section 5.1.1.1, absolute fuzzy quantifiers’ domain are real numbers 

depending on the amount of data while relative fuzzy quantifiers have a domain in the interval 

[0,1] (Galindo, Carrasco, & Almagro, 2008). It is important to understand the context and 

user’s requirements to know if quantifiers and LVs (summarizer and qualifier) have the 

correct domain or universe of discourse. 

5.1.1.6 Parameters 

As explained in Section 5.1.1.2, to define a MF (including its parameters), expert knowledge, 

statistical analysis and machine learning can be used. Expert knowledge is fundamental to 

construct MFs, but frequency histograms or probability curves can help to define the 

parameters (Bouchon-Meunier, Dotoli, & Maione, 1996). Although many efforts had been 

done during the last years to find a general methodology to state the parameters of a MF, 

there is not an optimal way to do it so far (Ying, 2006).  An important issue to consider when 

defining contradictory linguistic terms (e.g few and many) is that if the first LT is defined as a 

fuzzy subset A, then the other linguistic term should be defined as a subset of ¬A, so there 

is no space for ambiguity (Murinova & Novak, 2015). Some approaches have been proposed 

to define fuzzy sets that involve techniques of machine learning; however, these techniques 

cannot be used in single data set (i.e. only one variable data set) since some methods need 

of input-output variables to train the data (e.g. Fuzzy Inference System) (MathWorks, 2019) 

and others need that data are previously classified with the linguistic term to be used, as 

Hong & Chen (1999) showed with their study using the type of flower (i.e. Iris data).  
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According to the study performed by Bouchon-Meunier et. al. (1996), they suggested that the 

parameters for the different MFs in each LV should consider an average completeness above 

0.25 in order to have a balance between convergence of control and time response in control 

systems. This means that for each point of the universe of discourse of the LV (more than 

one MF), the crisp output of the dominant MF should be on average above 0.25. It is 

proposed to move this concept of completeness to MFs in LVs for LSs since it is believed 

that it can helps to include all relevant LSs. Nevertheless the value of 0.25 is small compared 

to some thresholds found in literature (Abraham & Joseph (2015); Mane &  Ghorpade (2016); 

Cui et al. (2016); Chen et al. (2017); and da Cunha & de Castro (2018)) that were above 0.7; 

for this reason an average completeness of 0.7 is suggested. 

5.1.2 Validation on linguistic summaries 

Not only the inputs for the LSs are important to validate if things are performed correctly. It is 

also important to assess how are the LSs being evaluated. The most important part of the 

process of linguistic summarization is the evaluation of the summaries (Boran, Akay, & Yager, 

2016).  

To validate the LSs as output, it is proposed to 1) check if there was any quality measure to 

evaluate LSs 2) check if the calculations of the quality measures (If any is calculated) were 

calculated correctly, and 3) check whether LSs were presented in a suitable way to the user. 

5.1.2.1 Using quality measures to evaluate linguistic summaries 

As explained in Section 2.3, at least the degree of truth should be calculated to select the 

most valid LS for the user. If there is another quality measure, it can add value, but always 

along degree of truth is also used.  

5.1.2.2 Check calculations of quality measures 

It was also important to validate if the quality measures that were implemented, were 

calculated in the correct way. For this reason, it was necessary to understand the formulation 

of each quality measurement explained in Section 2.3.2. Although there can be many ways 

to calculate the different indicators, there should be coherence among the set of quality 

measures used. 

5.1.2.3 How linguistic summaries are presented to the user 

For LSs to add value, they cannot be presented in isolation; they always must be 

accompanied by additional data and presented in a suitable interface, such that human 

consistency and ease of use are increased (Kacprzyk & Zadrożny, 2009b). 

5.2 Validation of elements of linguistic summaries in Case Study (CA&F) 
The validation was performed by following steps of Figure 9 plus the evaluation of how the LSs were 

being obtained. In general, the LVs and LSs, defined by CA&F, had theoretical support. 

Nevertheless, some adjustments were proposed as well as some parameters for variables that were 

not defined previously. 

5.2.1 Comparison of linguistic variables AS-IS situation with theoretical knowledge 
Using the theoretical knowledge presented in Section 5.1, a comparison with the initial situation 

of LVs in CA&F was assessed. 
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5.2.1.1 LVs in the model 

A quantifier Q was considered in the model and it was defined as a relative quantifier. On the 

other hand, there was one LV - temperature range- that was used as the summarizer P. 

CA&F had the minimum elements required in terms of LVs to make a model of linguistic 

summarization. According to users, not only the LV of temperature range was important, but 

also carbon dioxide and air humidity. 

5.2.1.2 Number of MFs per LV 

The dictionary from which LSs were obtained was defined by an expert on the field in CA&F. 

Relative quantifiers were considered, which is aligned with the theory; this includes the 

number of fuzzy sets per each LV. CA&F stated that a LV for quantifying was composed by 

five linguistic terms (i.e. MFs) whereas LV for temperature range was composed by only 

three. 

• Quantifier Q: Understanding from theory that the “adequate” number of quantifiers 

was between five and nine, CA&F was on the right track. In fact, authors like Díaz-

Hermida & Vidal (2018) in their most recent study about fuzzy quantification 

predefined their quantifiers in a partition of five elements (e.g. “nearly none”, “a few”, 

“several”, “many” and “nearly all”); their quantifiers were quite like the ones defined 

by CA&F. 

• Summarizer P (or qualifier R): According to farmers and experts, three LTs per 

variable in the animal barn was ideal, otherwise terms will be started to be confusing. 

Their input was the base for choosing the number of LTs for each LV which is 

supported by literature. 

5.2.1.3 MFs defined as fuzzy 

As described in Section 3, LV of quantity was defined as fuzzy and LV of temperature range 

was defined as crisp. Since it is logical to define MF as fuzzy sets rather than crisp sets, it 

was suggested to CA&F to change LV temperature range from crisp to fuzzy. Values were 

defined with CA&F, considering the data of temperature from February 2018 to February 

2019. The proposed parameters for the MF of temperatures range are shown in Section 

5.2.1.6, while the statistics of temperature and the analysis to get to these values are 

presented in Appendix 2. 

5.2.1.4 Form/Shape of MFs 

CA&F defined from the beginning that the MFs were trapezoidal-shaped for quantity LV. It is 

theoretically the most practical and easy-to-define shape for a MF according to different 

authors. No other shape was recommended because not only degree of truth was going to 

be used to evaluate LSs, but for other LVs that were not defined (e.g. air humidity and carbon 

dioxide variables), the parameters for trapezoidal shaped MFs were suggested and validated 

with C&AF; they are shown in Section 5.2.1.6. 

5.2.1.5 Correct Universe of Discourse 

CA&F decided to use relative quantifiers because for users it was easier to understand 

relative language than to interpret numerical (absolute) values (quantifiers). For relative 

quantifiers, the universe of discourse is supposed to be in the range [0,1]. However, universe 

of discourse was only in the range of [0.1,1] which showed that some values were not 

considered; this meant that probably it was necessary to add another linguistic term for the 

quantifiers or adjust the parameters of the five quantifiers that were already defined. 
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However, by not including the range [0,0.1), CA&F was avoiding to create LSs that were not 

useful; it was a clever way reduce the subsets from which the LSs were built. 

On the other hand, to define LSs, CA&F stated that MFs for LV of temperature range had to 

be in the domain of real positive numbers. This made sense as LV of temperature range is a 

fuzzy absolute quantifier which minimum value could be 0 and maximum was infinite. 

5.2.1.6 Parameters 

Standardizing parameters is not an easy task; time and complete data are needed and 

almost all conditions among the different barns should be the same. In this case, a sample 

of four farms was analyzed to retrieve possible parameters (i.e. two farms of piglets and two 

farms of fattening pigs). With data from the four farms and based on basic statistics, a 

methodology was proposed for finding parameters for different LTs of different LVs; this 

methodology is shown in Appendix 1 and for the future, it could be replicated, extending to 

all farms and users. In this section, MFs for the different variables are proposed to have a 

solid base for LSs. This is the only step of validation that is not theory driven but data driven, 

to have a reference of parameters’ values. 

Quantifier Q 

Dijkman & Wilbik (2017) showed that usually the MF for increasing quantifiers overlapped in 

certain range of the domain. However, to avoid a possible rising of different LSs that can 

mean almost the same, for those increasing quantifiers, a decreasing slope in the right part 

of the trapezoid shape of the MF was included at a certain value (lower than 1); MFs for 

quantifiers were re-defined using Mendel’s approach (1999) by asking the users the values 

for each LT. In Figure 10 it is shown how the quantifiers Q were at the beginning of the project 

and how they were adjusted according to insights and feedback from users.  

   

Figure 10. Membership functions of quantifiers defined by CA&F (left); defined by this project (right) 

As seen in Figure 10, the average completeness for the MFs is above 0.7 for the quantifiers 

and there is no ambiguity in terms that could led to misinterpretation of LSs. This new 

dictionary had the following objectives:1) keeping the universe of discourse chosen by CA&F, 

2) keeping similar MFs defined previously by CA&F (it made completely sense), 3) having an 

average completeness above 0.7. This dictionary was validated with CA&F. 

Summarizer P 

Following the idea of Bouchon-Meunier et al (1996), a statistical analysis, by means of 

histograms and boxplots, was performed in the data of typical pigs and piglets’ barns, to 

define the parameters of the different MFs; the methodology is explained in Appendix 1 and 

it was applied to the variables of temperature range, carbon dioxide and humidity. The results 
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of the parameters are shown in Figure 11; some adjustments from the first proposal were 

done due to the insights and feedback from users and experts from CA&F. 

 

Figure 11. Crisp ranges for pigs and piglets in terms of temperature; fuzzification to define membership 
functions 

The previous MFs for each of the LVs were suggested to be used in pig and piglets’ barns 

indistinctly. This idea of using the same parameters for both type of animals arose because 

the sensors from CA&F are moved constantly between piglets and pigs’ barns. Therefore, 

thinking in the implementation, there was no need to make an additional hardware or 

software to assign the sensor to a pig or a piglet if MFs were the same for both species (if 

there was not a significant difference between them).  

The parameters defined for temperature range (Figure 11) were very similar to the ones 

stated by CA&F (Figure 5), which supported expert knowledge;  The main differences 

between the parameters established by CA&F and the new ones were: 1) the new universe 

of discourse for term “Acceptable” was expanded for around 1°C and 2) the new ones are 

fuzzy. 

For humidity and carbon dioxide there were no MFs previously defined, but a proposal is 

shown in Figure 11. This proposal was validated with different members from CA&F and the 

detailed process is described in Appendices 3 and 4. 

5.2.2 Comparison of linguistic summaries AS-IS situation with theoretical knowledge 
Understanding that not only LVs definition was important, but also the evaluation of LSs. 

Therefore, a theoretical assessment on quality measurements calculated by CA&F was 

performed. 

5.2.2.1 Quality of Linguistic Summaries 

Degree of truth (validity) is needed to evaluate any LS. In the case of CA&F, the degree of 

truth was the quality measure used to select the “appropriate” LS for the user, which is the 
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most important criterion according to theory. However, it was necessary to compare the 

calculations of the theoretical degree of truth to the ones implemented in CA&F to validate if 

the implementation was being performed correctly. The results are shown next in Table 3. 

 
Table 3. Comparison between theoretical and implemented (CA&F) degree of truth 

As it can be seen in Table 3, the degree of truth needed to be improved. When analyzing 

the data, two mistakes were identified: 

• Parameters of trapezoidal MFs where not correctly initialized: the red numbers showed 

a high difference of validity and it was because the software was using different 

parameters to the ones defined in the dictionary of CA&F. 

• To calculate degree of truth for the temperature range, the software was not using only 

one data point per day, but it was using replicated temperature range per day for every 

interval of the day in which temperature was sensed, which biased the measurement. In 

other words, it is different to use one time 𝑥°C corresponding to one day than to use 240 

times 𝑥°C for one day (interval of sensing temperature is every ten minutes). 

5.2.2.2 How linguistic summaries are presented to the user 

As explained in Section 5.1.2.3, to have some impact on the user, the LSs must be presented 

in a suitable way in which some supporting material is available. In the case of CA&F, a 

dashboard with the LSs along with supporting graphs was presented to farmers This is 

considered as feasible way of presenting results according to Kacprzyk & Zadrożny (2009b). 

An example of the dashboard is depicted in Figure 4. 

 

To sum up, in general CA&F was implementing LSs with theoretical support. Nonetheless, some 

adjustments were needed: 

• Adjustments of parameters of MFs for quantifier Q 

• Correction on the way how degree of truth was calculated. 

• Fuzzification of temperature range variable was needed. 

• Definition of MFs for linguistic terms of LV humidity and carbon dioxide were missing and 

they were important to the user for usefulness of LSs. 

All of the previous elements were proposed to CA&F and validated with them. 

  

Quantifier Q Range of Temperature Degree of Truth Degree of Truth (CA&F)

Alle High

De Meeste High

Veel High

Een Antaal High

Enkel High 0.429 0.732

Alle Acceptable

De Meeste Acceptable

Veel Acceptable

Een Antaal Acceptable

Enkel Acceptable 1.000 1.000

Alle Good

De Meeste Good

Veel Good 0.486 0.455

Een Antaal Good 0.857 0.908

Enkel Good
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6. Usefulness method for linguistic summaries: case study of 

Connecting Agri & Food 
Once the initial status of the linguistic summarization technique is validated, a methodology for 

finding useful LSs can be designed. Following the process of Figure 7 and considering that this 

artifact is a practice to theory approach as shown in Figure 8, insights from users and experts were 

used to get the results on this section; as Marin et al. (2016) pointed: to have a good design, systems 

issues and target-users (and experts) must be considered. 

In Section 6.1 a brief background is given about the most important values to the users, the number 

of LSs to present to them and how to rank (evaluate) the LSs, according to the three steps of 

designing a methodology in Figure 7. In Section 6.2, the case study performed in CA&F is depicted 

presenting the final methodology and the final results. 

6.1 Requirement analysis for the usefulness of linguistic summaries in Connecting 

Agri & Food context 
This section starts with the most important insights and feedback from experts and users based on 

interviews. This first step helped to understand which elements of LSs were the most important to 

consider in the suggested methodology for CA&F. Along these inputs from experts and users, some 

theory was used to explain some of the values. However, it is important to remark that this approach 

was mainly driven from practice to theory. 

6.1.1 Important values to the user 
After having interviews with four experts and two managerial farmers, input information was 

gathered, which was relevant for the usefulness of LSs. These inputs of usefulness (i.e. for the 

user) can be grouped in four categories shown in Figure 12. 

 
Figure 12. Elements of linguistic summarization to have insights and feedback form users 

Each of these groups of inputs is explained next. They will be explained by describing what was 

gathered from users and experts, followed by a theoretical support. 

6.1.1.1 Important linguistic variables 

Consider important LVs:  

Before implementing any LS, it is required to consider the variables that are important to the 

user. As Kacprzyk & Zadrozny (2015) argued, linguistic summarization transforms data into 

comprehensible statements to the user; thus, it is important to include variables that the user 

is interested in, otherwise, it can lose value. 
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6.1.1.2 Define linguistic terms correctly 

Define unambiguous and matching-to-meaning LTs:  

Avoid using words in the LTs that can be confusing to users and experts; for instance, words 

like “normal” or “acceptable” are not the most appropriate ones in LSs. “Normal” can be 

confused for a distribution, for regular situation, for expected value of a variable, etc. whereas 

“acceptable” can be used to describe that something is OK, or not OK because it is in the 

limit. Users are in charge of selecting the terms for the LTs as explained in Section 5.1.1.2, 

because there is not a standard way of choosing the correct words as, quoting Mendel 

(1999), “words mean different things to different people”. Thus, it is important to choose 

wisely the LTs so that ambiguity and uncertainty in users can be avoided. 

Define importance difference among LTs: 

User may want LSs as something merely informative, but also to trigger him/her to do some 

actions. In the first case, all LSs are considered as the LTs used are equally important (e.g. 

short, medium, tall); in the second case, an OK vs. not OK situation can be presented, in 

which LTs have a different importance to the user. Depending on the objective of the 

message, a LT can have a different weight value compared to another in the same category, 

according to its importance. This is proposed by Nguyen et al. (2018) in their paper in which 

different attributes weighted differently depending on the case and their purpose. 

Do not show irrelevant messages: 

If the objective of the description is to trigger the user to do something, do not show LSs that 

contain LTs meaning an OK situation; this is because users can stop paying attention to the 

LSs, assuming that majority of time, things are OK. The idea of avoiding certain LSs that 

contain a specific LT is supported by Swanson, Yamangil, & Charniak (2014) who stated that 

pruning the space for possible LSs is the first step if there is any restriction in vocabulary. 

6.1.1.3 Type of Protoform: Simple or Extended 

Use short messages:  

LSs must be short and mostly presented as simple protoforms because it is easier for the 

user to use them. Simple protoforms are the best way to show up messages to the user 

unless the objective of the company is to find correlation between variables, in which case, 

extended protoforms are preferred; extended protoforms are the general case of association 

rules (Kacprzyk & Zadrozny, 2003), which objective is to find implicative correlations among 

items (Pejic & Molcer, 2018) . 

6.1.1.4 Data to describe in linguistic summaries 

Describe surprising or common data to the users: 

As explained in Section 3.2, LTs used by CA&F can be classified as good situation (e.g. 

“OK”) and undesired situation (e.g. “Too High”). Depending on the general situation of the 

barn during the evaluated time span, two different objectives about the description given by 

LSs can be pursued: 

 

• Surprising objective (S): If most of the data are “OK” during a time span, which 

means that the barn, in general, was in good conditions, the linguistic summarization 

should focus on describing those datapoints in which there was unexpected values 

for the LV. In this case, surprising data shall be described, uncovering uncommon 

problems. Figure 13 shows an example of a situation in which an objective S is 

pursued in the description made by the LSs.  
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Figure 13. Example of dataset in which objective S is pursued by the linguistic summarization 

Notice that in the example of Figure 13, most of the data is “OK”, which means that 

the LSs shall focus on describing unexpected datapoints. 

 

• Common objective (C): If most of the data are “not OK” during a time span, which 

means that the barn, in general, was in undesired conditions, the linguistic 

summarization should focus on describing those common datapoints in which there 

was undesired values for the LV. Describing the common data when most of the data 

are “not OK” leads to cover most of the information about the undesired situation. 

Figure 14 shows an example of a situation in which an objective C is pursued in the 

description made by the LSs. 

 

 

Figure 14. Example of dataset in which objective C is pursued by the linguistic summarization 

Notice that in the example of Figure 14, most of the data is “not OK”, which means 

that the LSs shall focus on describing the common, but undesired situation. 

 

Many measurements have been proposed in literature as shown in Section 2.3.2 and in 

general, most quality measures focus on describing common data rather than in surprising 

data, as it is shown in Table 4. 
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Quality Measure 
Common Data 

Description 
Surprising Data 

Description 

Degree of Truth (𝑻) X  

Degree of Focus (𝒅𝒇𝒐𝒄) X  

Degree of Covering (𝒅𝒄) X  

Degree of Appropriateness (𝒅𝒂)  X 

Length of Summary (𝒅𝒍)   

Degree of Specificity (𝒅𝒔)   

Degree of Reliability (𝑹) X  

Representativeness (𝑬) X  

Informativeness (𝑰)   

Table 4. Type of pattern focus according to nature of the quality measures 

However, some authors made transformations of previous quality measures to get surprising 

data. This is the case of authors like Wu & Mendel (2011) and Hudec et al. (2016) who based 

their measurement of “surprisingness” for LSs by using (1 − 𝑑𝐶) instead of 𝑑𝑐. A similar 

approach was made by authors like Padillo, Luna, & Ventura (2017) who applied the same 

principle to support measurement in association rules, leading to (1 − 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡); support is 

similar to degree of covering as stated by Wilbik (2010). 

Show different number of LSs depending on the case:  

If the objective is to describe surprising data, only one LS is enough. On the other hand, if 

commonly the data are not OK, more than one LS is desired, in order to get more information 

and specificity about the data that is not OK. The number of LSs to show to the user is subject 

to what literature recommends which is between two and three per category; this is presented 

in Section 6.1.2. 

6.1.2 Number of Linguistic Summaries 
Based on literature of linguistic summarization, there is no information about the number of LSs 

to show to the user. In fact, the purpose of this technique is to find the most promising one 

according to the objectives of the designer and users. For this reason, some literature about 

short term memory was reviewed, in order to understand the capabilities of humans of retaining 

information. Short-term memory (STM) refers to the maintenance of information (Aben, Stapert, 

& Blokland, 2012). Although literature on this topic is extensive, some insights and ideas that 

were considered important for this problem were extracted and are described next. 

Memory can be viewed as a fixed number of chunks or units that retain information (Miller, 1956). 

Some theories have been proposed about the number of chunks that are present in the STM; 

for instance, Miller (1956) proposed that the number of chunks was a range between five and 

nine (known as Miller’s magic number 7 +/-2); Chase & Simon (1973) proposed the chunking 

theory (based on chess game) in which the STM was shown to be composed by seven small 

chunks; Gobet & Clarkson (1996) proposed the template theory to challenge the chunking theory 

and they proposed that the STM was only composed by three large chunks. 

According to the study of Lewis (1996), in sentence processing theories, none of bounds in STM 

were related to Miller’s magic number 7 +/- 2; in fact, he proposed a magical number two (or 

three) in verbal STM based on results from other authors as it is observed in Table 5. Lewis 

(1996) was strictly focusing in the domain of language and verbal STM, which made more 

suitable to use his magical number. 
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Table 5. Lewis's study that showed support for magical number two or three in verbal STM (Lewis, 1996). 

It is proposed to consider Lewis’s magical number when showing the LSs to the user. Between 

two and three LSs per category are suggested to present to the user. However, Gobet & 

Clarkson (2004) stated that even three chunks was an overestimated number and proposed that 

two chunks was ideal to gather and manipulate the information. Hence, for C&AF case study, it 

is proposed that two LSs per LV are presented to the user. 

6.1.3 Selecting LSs according to usefulness 
As explained in Section 2.3.3, to choose the most useful LSs, some authors proposed to use 
thresholds, dominance and combination of quality measures. 

6.1.3.1 Thresholds 

Only quality measures with anti-monotonicity property can use a threshold; this means that 
the support (coverage) of a dataset will never exceed the support (coverage) of its subsets 
(Tan, 2018). The most common thresholds used in literature of association rules are those 
for the confidence (degree of truth in LSs) and support (degree of coverage) as seen in 
papers from Abraham & Joseph (2015); Mane &  Ghorpade (2016); Cui et al. (2016); Chen 
et al. (2017); and da Cunha & de Castro (2018). These thresholds are defined by the user 
(Liu & Li, 2017). 

6.1.3.2 Dominance 

Although dominance is obtained after knowing the values for different quality measures of all 
the LSs (a posteriori), the ranking can be inputted by the user (a priori) so that the importance 
of each LS relies on the user and not only in the quality measures; this is a similar idea as 
the one showed in Section 6.1.1.2, where a “ranking” or weighted value is given to each LT 
in order to understand their importance and usefulness to the user.  

6.1.3.3 Combination of quality measures 

The designer of linguistic summarization mining is encouraged to use any logical 
combination of quality measures to adjust his/her own metric to find usefulness. Some 
authors have used linear combination as Heraguemi & Kamel (2016), Nguyen et al. (2018)  
and da Cunha & de Castro (2018). Nonetheless, there are other authors that used other 
methods like multiplication among quality measures (Padillo et al. (2017)), using exponential 
transformations (Ding, He, & Liang (2015)), among others. 
 

Considering previous methods discussed to prune, rank and select LSs and since practical and 
theoretical knowledge are involved, two approaches were distinguished to solve the problem of 
finding useful LS to the user: 1) merging theoretical and practical knowledge at the same time by 
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means of one indicator 2) first applying some theoretical knowledge and then include the user 
input, to select the most suitable LS for the user. 
 
Combination of theoretical and practical knowledge 
To combine theoretical and practical knowledge, a measurement - Usefulness (𝑈) - can be 
proposed using weights for user input and for quality measures importance as: 
 

𝑈𝑙 = 𝑤𝑞𝑙
𝑞𝑙 + 𝑤𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙

𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙  ;      𝑤𝑞𝑙
+ 𝑤𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙

= 1          ∀𝑙 ∈ 𝐿𝑆𝑠,  

 
Where 𝑞 is the value of the combination of quality measures based on literature (at least degree 

of truth must be used); 𝑤𝑞 is the value of weight for 𝑞; 𝑖𝑚𝑝 is the value of the ranking measurement 

based on the user’s input; 𝑤𝑖𝑚𝑝 is the value of weight for imp. It is important to clarify that to make 

a fair weighted indicator, 𝑞 and 𝑖𝑚𝑝 must have the same range ([0,1]). Thus, the greater the value 
of 𝑈, the most chances that the LS is selected to be shown to the user. 
 
For users’ input, a survey can be proposed as shown in Appendix 5. From these rankings given 
by the user, a measurement from the user can be obtained by normalizing the data to have an 
indicator in the range [0,1]: 
 

𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙 = 1 −
𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑙

max(𝑅)
 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑅: {𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘1, 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘2 … 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑙}     ∀𝑙 𝑖𝑛 𝐿𝑆𝑠 

 
The disadvantages of this approach are basically two. First, normalizing the rank of the user is 
sensitive as it is changing an order to a magnitude that does not represent reality and that 
depends on the number of rankings given. Second, it can take long time to find good parameters 
of the weights of 𝑈 that are aligned to expectations of the user. 

 
First theoretical knowledge and then user input 
This approach is a tandem process in which first, the designer uses quality measures and 
thresholds (previously defined) to reduce the number of promising LSs and then, the dominance 
ranking defined by the user is applied to select the most useful LSs.  

 

Figure 15. Process of applying theoretical knowledge and afterwards user input; funnel with filtering, ordering and 
selecting LSs 

In case two promising LSs are tied in ranking, the way they tiebreak is using the highest quality 
measure calculated. Compared to the previous approach, the input from the user is not 
manipulated and it does not take any time to find correct parameters. 
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6.2 Proposed method for selecting useful Linguistic Summaries in the case study 

(CA&F) 
Considering the inputs from Section 6.1.1, and that the approach of “theoretical knowledge first and 

the user input” is the most suitable approach, a methodology was designed for CA&F and it is 

presented next, in Section 6.2.1.  

6.2.1 Description of method for selecting linguistic summaries in CA&F 
The method that was designed for CA&F is shown in Figure 16. As a premise for this method, it 

was considered that simple protoforms were preferred and that the message is a hybrid of 

informative and alerting messages, since it was required that only LSs in which something is not 

OK were shown. 

 
Figure 16. Method for useful linguistic summaries for CA&F 

The objective of this process is, as explained before in Section 6.1.3, to filter promising LSs 

from all the possible LSs, by means of quality measures and ranking provided by the user. Since 

not many LTs were established in the dictionary per each LV, a brute approach for finding all 

LSs was used and that is how the process of Figure 16 starts, along with assigning the type of 

objective of the method. It is important to clarify that this method is applied for each LV, 

independently. 

Step 1: Establish objective of the method: describe surprising data or common data 

As detailed in Section 6.1.1.4, the number of LSs to show to the user depends on the fact that 

most of the data was “OK” or not, for each LV. To understand if it was the case, it was proposed 

to calculate 𝑇 of each LS that contained the LT “OK” for each LV that was being evaluated (i.e. 

temperature range, humidity and carbon dioxide) as shown in the example of Table 6. 

 
Table 6. Example of calculations of degree of truth for LSs that contain "OK" 

T

Almost All (95%-100%) of differences in temperature during the day were OK (0 to 2.5°C) 0

Most (80%-95%) of differences in temperature during the day were OK (0 to 2.5°C) 0

A Lot (55%-75%) of differences in temperature during the day were OK (0 to 2.5°C) 0.3214

Certain number (30%-50%) of differences in temperature during the day were OK (0 to 2.5°C) 0.7456

Few (5%-25%) of differences in temperature during the day were OK (0 to 2.5°C) 0

Almost All (95%-100%) of data of humidity were OK (45 to 65%) 0

Most (80%-95%) of data of humidity were OK (45 to 65%) 1

A Lot (55%-75%) of data of humidity were OK (45 to 65%) 0

Certain number (30%-50%) of data of humidity were OK (45 to 65%) 0

Few (5%-25%) of data of humidity were OK (45 to 65%) 0

Almost All (95%-100%) of data of humidity were OK (45 to 65%) 0

Most (80%-95%) of data of humidity were OK (45 to 65%) 0.97

A Lot (55%-75%) of data of humidity were OK (45 to 65%) 0.12

Certain number (30%-50%) of data of humidity were OK (45 to 65%) 0

Few (5%-25%) of data of humidity were OK (45 to 65%) 0

Range of 

Temp

Humidity

CO2
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Once values were obtained, the quantifier chosen for each LV was the one with highest 𝑇; if the 

chosen quantifier was “Most” or “Almost all”, then the objective pursued by the linguistic 

summarization was to describe surprising (S) “not OK” data, otherwise, the objective was to look 

for common (C) data that was “not OK”.  

 

In the example of Table 6, for LV “Temperature Range” the objective was set to C, whereas for 

LVs “Humidity” and “CO2” the objective was set to S. If the objective was S, then only one LS 

was going to be shown to the farmer. On the other hand, if the objective was C, then two LSs 

were going to be shown. 

 

Step 2: Calculate degree of truth and degree of covering 

Quality measures used in this case were 𝑇 and 𝑑𝐶. The reason to use only these two quality 

measures was because only simple protoforms were going to be used; for instance, the formulas 

used are the ones shown in Table 1, based on Zadeh’s calculus. The purpose of using degree 

of covering was to know how much data supported the LT used in each LS and the purpose of 

using degree of truth was to know to which degree a quantifier Q combined with certain LT from 

an attribute was true. 

The calculations were applied to those LSs in which the LT “OK” was not included, since farmers 

did not want to read these LSs. 

Step 3: Establish thresholds for degree of truth and degree of covering 

As suggested by literature, thresholds were established to 𝑇 and 𝑑𝐶 (named 𝜃𝑇 and 𝜃𝐶, 

respectively). Both measures can use thresholds as they have anti-monotonic property (Section 

6.1.3.1). Thresholds were defined with the user. 

As the average completeness of the quantifiers was adjusted to 0.7 (Section 5.2.1.6), 𝜃𝑇 was 

parametrized to this same value. On the other hand, 𝜃𝐶 was set to 0.05; this is because it was 

considered that if less than 5% of support, data was labeled as outlier. 

Step 4: Filter all LSs to leave promising LSs by using thresholds 

For each LSs generated with the brute force approach, it was compared the value of 𝑇 and the 

value 𝑑𝐶 (although covering only applies for the LT) with their correspondent thresholds 𝜃. If 𝑇 <

𝜃𝑇 or 𝑑𝐶 < 𝜃𝐶, then the LS was not considered as a promising one and was discarded. 

Step 5: Calculate a quality measure involving degree of truth and degree of covering 

Based on literature, a quality measure that involves 𝑇 and 𝑑𝐶 was proposed (called U) 

considering the objective S or C of the linguistic summarization process: 

𝑈 = {
𝑇 ∗ (1 − 𝑑𝐶)  𝑖𝑓 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑖𝑠 𝑆

𝑇 ∗ (𝑑𝐶)  𝑖𝑓 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑖𝑠 𝐶
 

The idea of U was that the highest the value for a single LS of it, more promising it was to be 

shown to the user. Notice that when the objective is S, as suggested by authors like Wu & Mendel 

(2011) and Hudec et al. (2016), instead of using 𝑑𝐶 it was more convenient to use (1 − 𝑑𝐶).  

All the LSs that had 𝑈 > 0 are chosen and saved in a pool of promising LSs. 
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Step 6: Order promising LSs by user’s ranking (input) 

Once the pool of LSs was defined, the user input was involved. The ranking established by the 

user is considered when ordering the promising LSs; the ranking was obtained by using the 

format of Appendix 5. For the case of CA&F, the experts and farmers agreed that they wanted 

to focus more on extreme LTs from each LV, rather than focusing on the quantifier. For instance, 

a LS containing “Too High” was more important than one containing “Slightly High”, without 

caring about the quantifier. In case that two or more LSs were tied in terms of importance, the 

order was going to depend on the higher 𝑈, calculated previously. 

 

Step 7: Selecting useful LSs 

If objective of the mining process was S, then only one linguistic summary was picked, the one 

that is at the top of the list of promising LSs. Otherwise, if the objective was C, two LSs were 

chosen (or only one if there is no other LS), one per each LT. 

 

Pseudocode for finding useful LSs 

In order to have a better understanding on the proposed algorithm described in this section, a 

pseudo code is depicted next: 

Theta_T=0.70 

Theta_dC=0.05 

poolPromisingLSs1=”” 

poolPromisingLSs2=”” 

For each LV: 

 For each LSs with LT=="OK" 

  Calculate T 

 Q=quantifier that corresponds to the highest T 

 If Q == "Almost all" or Q=="Most": 

  objective="S" 

 Else: 

 objective="C" 

 For each LSs with LT!=”OK” 

  Calculate T 

 Calculate dC 

 If T>Theta_T and dC>Theta_dC: 

  Add LS to poolPromosingLSs1 

 For each LSs in poolPromosingLSs1: 

  If objective=”S”: 

  Calculate U=T*(1-dC) 

 If objective=”C”: 

  Calculate U=T*dC  

If U>0: 

 Add LS to poolPromisingLSs2 

 Order LSs from PromisingLSs2 in ascendant form according to the ranking given by the user 

 If two LSs from PromisingLSs2 are tied in ranking, use U to order them in a descendent form 

 From PromisingLSs2 ordered: 

  If objective=”S”: 

   Choose the LS at the top of the ordered pool of LSs to show it to the user 

  If objective=”C”: 

   If size of PromisingLSs2==1: 

    Select the only LS available to show it to the user 

   Else: 

    Select the first two LSs in the ordered pool of LSs to show them to the user 
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6.2.2 Examples of obtained linguistic summaries 
Using the methodology described in previous section, data from different farms (and also 

different type of animals) and different time of the year were tested. The LSs that were obtained, 

using a prototype in excel (Appendix 6), were validated with farmers and experts. 

Although data from four farms were tested for every month for the last year (February 2018 to 

February 2019 if available) and also there were dummy tests; in this section, only a couple of 

examples are shown; these examples are the ones that represent each possible scenario output 

from the methodology.  

The possible scenarios of outputs of LSs were: 

1. Objective “C” with two LSs 

2. Objective “C” with one LS 

3. Objective “S” with one LS 

4. Objective “S” with none LS 

Scenario 1: Objective “C” with two LSs  

When most of the data was “not OK”, two LSs were expected; in this way, information was 

complete according to the users. Examples for the three LVs in the case of CA&F are shown 

from Figure 17 to Figure 19. 

 
Figure 17. Daily temperature range data with objective “C” with two LSs as output 

 
Figure 18. Air humidity data with objective “C” with two LSs as output 
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Figure 19. Carbon dioxide data with objective “C” with two LSs as output 

As it can be observed, two LSs were obtained every time in the previous examples and the first 

one of each LV was the one that was more important to the user. 

Scenario 2: Objective “C” with one LSs  

When most of the data was “not OK”, two LSs were expected. However, it could be the case that 

most of the data points were only in one LT (e.g. slightly high or too high in the case of 

temperature range). This scenario was not common using the real data and for this reason, some 

dummy data were created in order to test it. 

 
Figure 20. Daily temperature range data with objective “C” with one LS as output 

 
Figure 21. Air humidity data with objective “C” with one LS as output 
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Figure 22. Carbon Dioxide data with objective “C” with one LS as output 

As observed, only one LS made sense in this case, although an objective “C” was pursued. 

Scenario 3: Objective “S” with one LSs  

When most of the data was “OK”, the priority for CA&F was to look for surprising data. Only one 

LS was desired and focused on extreme terms from the LTs. 

 
Figure 23. Daily temperature range data with objective “S” with one LS as output 

 
Figure 24. Air humidity data with objective “S” with one LS as output 
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Figure 25. Carbon Dioxide data with objective “S” with one LS as output 

In this scenario, only one LS was obtained in case that something was “not OK” 

Scenario 4: Objective “S” with one LSs  

As explained in Section 6.1.1, users were not paying attention to LSs anymore because many 

times they received the same message. If a no message is shown when things are mostly “OK”, 

linguistic summarization could integrate the concept of alerts or notifications, which is useful for 

the user. As shown in the following examples, no messages were shown when things were in 

general “OK”. 

 
Figure 26. Daily temperature range data with objective “S” with none LS as output 

 
Figure 27. Air humidity data with objective “S” with none LS as output 
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Figure 28. Carbon Dioxide data with objective “S” with none LS as output 

In the previous examples, it is shown that the methodology suggested for CA&F did consider the 

user’s input as it was required; however, to understand if these results were useful not only for 

“managerial” farmers but for all type of farmers, a test was implemented in CA&F’s dashboard 

and a survey was developed and filled by users to understand if LSs were the ones they were 

expecting and are useful for them. 

6.2.3 Evaluation 
Following the framework of the thesis, a theoretical and practical evaluation had to be done for 

the proposed methodology for CA&F in order to validate it. 

For the theoretical evaluation, different data were tested, including synthetic one, to compare the 

actual output of the methodology with the expected one; all types of scenarios that were 

described in Section 6.2.2 were considered to make this theoretical evaluation. After testing ten 

dataset per each scenario per each LV, it can be said that the methodology was aligned to what 

the user was expecting in terms of useful LSs, since every output generated by the algorithm 

was the same as the expected ones. 

On the other hand, to make a practical (user) evaluation of the methodology, a test was 

performed by implementing the algorithm in the dashboards that were used by the farmers. This 

test was made with 18 farmers in which a survey was performed, to gather user perspective of 

usefulness of LSs; the survey is shown in Appendix 7 (English) and Appendix 8 (Dutch). 

The questionnaire was based on Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) developed by Davis in 

1989, which has been the most used model to explain computer usage behavior  (Kwon & 

Chidambaram, 2000). TAM involves four main factors to understand if the user accepted the 

new model: perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, satisfaction and intention to use (Lai, 

2017). These factors were evaluated by means of the survey and the average scores of the 

results are summarized next in Figure 29; the detailed results are shown in Appendix 9. 
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Figure 29. Average scores for the results of TAM survey 

According to the results, farmers in general agree (greater than 4) with the statements related to 

the four factors of TAM survey but, for none of the factors farmers did agree completely (above 

6) with the statements. This means that LSs are useful until certain point for the farmers but LSs 

still have potential to be improved in order that farmers find them more useful. 

The statements with the lowest score were “Using LSs improves performance of the barn” from 

Perceived Usefulness factor and “I would recommend to use LSs to other farmers” from Intention 

to Use. Analyzing the different scores of each farmer and the comments they did, it can be 

explained that these scores were low because according to some of them, it was expected that 

the LSs showed an alert instead of showing a summary of the past. 

On the other hand, the highest scores were for “Using LSs enable farmers to get information 

about the barn quickly” from Perceived Usefulness; “I feel confident on using the LSs presented” 

from Satisfaction; and “I will use LSs for trackjng the variables of the barn” from Intention to Use. 

This shows that, in general, farmers trust in the system and believe that linguistic messages are 

a good tool for making decisions in the barns. 

When analyzing the factors in general, Ease of Use was the best characteristic of LSs, whereas 

Perceived Usefulness was the lowest score among the factors, but not with a significant 

difference. These results showed that linguistic messages are an appropriate solution for the 

farmers as they find it easy to use, but there is still more room for improvement on usefulness for 

the messages; this is aligned to the previous analysis of the statements of the questionnaire. 

To sum up, the practical evaluation showed that the implementation of the design was successful 

and that the linguistic messages are a good tool for the farmers; however, the linguistic texts that 

farmers expected were more about an alerting system, rather than a summarization system, 

which means that for the future, there is still some potential for linguistic messages that not only 

describe the past, but give some more information to make decisions. 

Once the case study was developed, the next step for the project was to generalize this methodology 

for future cases; this is performed in Section 7.2. 
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7. Generalization of the method 
As explained in Section 5 and Section 6, a design for usefulness can be created by using theoretical 

and practical knowledge. However, the question that rises after is if the method could be generalized.  

Firestone (1993) argued that there are three types of generalization. The first type is the statistical 

generalization in which sample results are extrapolated to a population, using basically quantitative 

analysis; the second type is the analytical generalization in which theories are proposed from 

observations; and the last one is called transferability in which from one case it is desired to extend 

components to other cases that are not necessarily similar. 

In this chapter, a case-to-case generalization (i.e. transferability) is raised since those elements that 

were not particular from the industry of pigs and piglets were used to propose a methodology for 

developing a generalized linguistic summarization; some processes are proposed as well as some 

questions to be solved in order to achieve the objective of validating LVs and LSS and finding useful 

LSs to the end-user.  

Following the structure of this thesis, in Section 7.1 a generalized method for validation of initial 

status of LSs is proposed and in Section 7.2 a generalized method for finding useful messages is 

suggested. While the generalization method for the validation process (Section 7.1) guides the 

designer to know if concepts are (or not) understood and well-implemented, in the generalization 

method for finding useful LSs (Section 7.2), user’s input is important to obtain automated rankings 

in order that interestingness is included in the calculations for extracting the best LSs. 

7.1 Generalization for the validation of initial status of LSs 

When starting a process of creating/defining LSs in any environment, the first step is to validate the 

initial state of this descriptive mining task. 

The suggested process of validation shown in Figure 9 is a high-level process that does not depend 

on issues from any particular industry, therefore, this process can be generalized. However, the last 

step of finding “Parameters of MFs” had some details that were particular to the case of CA&F; at a 

high level, a statistical analysis can be performed to have a reference of the values for ranges of 

LTs, but fuzzifying a LT by merging two types of animals is particular of this case and for this reason, 

in this section, a sub process is suggested. 

A proposed general process for validating the current state of LSs in a company is shown in Figure 

30 based on Figure 9, based on  the detailed process of finding parameters for MFs shown in 

Appendix 1 and based on the evaluation of LSs; this validation process is a theoretical to practical 

approach. Notice that this validation process can also be used to create from zero the descriptive 

mining task of LSs if nothing was previously defined. 

 
Figure 30. Methodology to validate initial state of LSs 
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For each step of validation shown in Figure 30, some questions were asked to the owners of the 

process of LSs. These questions are listed next, containing those that can be applied to any industry 

or case, in order to guide the designer to validate LVs and LSs. 

Stage Relevant questions to answer 

1. Linguistic variables 
considered in the 
model 

- Is there a quantifier Q? 
- Is the quantifier Q absolute or relative? 
- Is there at least one LV? 

2. Number and labels of 
Linguistic Terms per 
Linguistic Variable 

For quantifier Q: 
- How many quantifiers are considered? (Number is 

recommended to be between five and nine) 
- What are the labels of each LT? Are they sufficiently clear 

(not ambiguous)? 
For summarizer P or qualifier R: 

- For each LV, what are the number of LTs? 
- What are the labels of each LT? Are they sufficiently clear 

(not ambiguous)? 

3. Characteristics of 
MFs 

- Are MFs defined as fuzzy sets? (It is recommended that 
they are) 

- What shape do the MFs for each LT have? (Recommended 
trapezoidal or triangular) 

- Does the quantifier Q have the correct universe of 
discourse? ([0,1] if relative and real positive numbers if 
absolute) 

- Does the other LVs have the correct universe of discourse? 
- Do the MFs have a membership in the range of [0,1]? 

4. Parameters of 
Membership 
Functions 

For quantifier Q: 
- Is the average completeness above 0.7? 
- Do the LTs used match with the parameters according to 

the users? 
For other LVs: 

- Do the values of parameters were based on statistics? (It is 
suggested to use some analysis of outliers and histograms 
to obtain reference values) 

- Do the values of parameters make sense according to 
experience? 

5. Type of Protoform - Is any type of template used? (This depends on the 
requirements of users and experts) 

6. Quality Measures - Is at least degree of truth measured? Is it calculated 
correctly? 

- If any other measurement is used, are they calculated 
correctly? 

- Are the quality measures implemented related to the type 
of protoform used (e.g. appropriateness should not be used 
with extended protoforms) 

7. Evaluation of 
Linguistic Summaries 

- Is at least degree of truth used to select LSs? 
- Are the quality measures used and methods to prune and 

rank LSs aligned to the concept of usefulness of the 
company?  

- Are users satisfied with the LSs? If not, why not? 
Table 7. Questions that guide to validate the initial status of LSs in a company 
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Answering the previous questions will help to understand if concepts are understood and well 

implemented. If LTs, LVs and LSs were previously defined by the business, answering these 

questions will lead to make a double check or adjustments to certain issues; otherwise, if something 

is missing or not defined yet, the answers can help to define things from zero. 

Notice that using Figure 30, a qualitative proposal can be presented to the company for every step 

except for the step of parameters of MFs, in which a quantitative proposal can be done, by means 

of any statistical analysis. 

7.2 Generalization for the methodology to find useful linguistic summaries 

As seen in Section 6.2, many insights and inputs were key to develop a method that can help obtain 

the most useful LSs. However, as the case study is a particular situation of linguistic summarization 

(i.e. no extended protoforms were used), it is important to clarify that the generalized methodology 

presented in this thesis is only developed for those cases in which simple protoforms are preferred 

and there is a desired LT amongst the ones in the LVs (i.e. there is an “OK” situation). 

The generalized method for validation of Section 7.1 can help to have proper quantifiers Q and 

summarizers P (according to the user), which, along with the data of LVs, are the traditional inputs 

for the linguistic summarization technique. Nevertheless, this thesis proposes a methodology that 

not only considers the traditional inputs for linguistic summarization technique, but also involves a 

usefulness input by means of asking general questions to the user, in order to rank LTs for the 

different LVs. The developed methodology is depicted in Figure 31.  

 
Figure 31. Methodology for finding useful linguistic summaries by involving interestingness input according to user 

The way in which the usefulness input can be gathered is by asking certain questions related to the 

components of the LS that were important in CA&F case and about the objective of the mining 

technique according to the user (objective S or C as explained in Section 6.2.1); the different 

elements of linguistic summarization to consider and related questions that are proposed to gather 

the interestingness insights from users are shown in Table 8. Before reading the questions of Table 

8, it is important to refer to Figure 29 in which the notation used for the questions is clarified. 

 
Figure 32. Notation used for generalized questions of proposed methodology 
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Element of LSs Relevant questions to answer 

Summarizer P 
LTs importance 

 

- In which LT do you prefer to focus? 
Ans// (Desired LT, Extreme LTs, All are equally important) 

- If LV is two-tailed, is one extreme more important than other? 
Ans// (Low-End Terms, High-End Terms, No) 

- Are you interested in avoiding LSs that contain the “OK” situation? 
Ans// (Yes, No) 

- Which term is used to represent the “OK” (desired) situation?  
Ans// (Choose from the list of LTs, the term representing the desired 
situation) 

Quantifier Q  
LTs importance 

 

- Which quantifiers do you prefer when showing LSs? 
Ans// (Low-End Terms, High-End Terms, No) 

P or Q Priority 
 

- Which priority do you consider when selecting a useful LS? 
Ans// (Summarizer P, Quantifier Q) 

Type of 
objective and 
number of LSs 

 

- To consider that data in general is OK, which quantifiers go along 
with "OK" LT? 
Ans// (Select one or more quantifier LTs that represent majority of 
data are “OK”) 

Table 8. Relevant questions to gather usefulness insights from users 

Once that the questions are answered by users, some rankings are calculated automatically for LTs; 

the different scenarios for summarizer P are shown in Figure 33, while scenarios for quantifier Q are 

shown in Figure 34. The examples shown consist on five LTs per LV, however, the methodology is 

applicable to any number of LTs. 

 
Figure 33. Rankings assigned to LTs of summarizer P 

 
Figure 34. Rankings assigned to LTs of quantifier Q 
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After rankings are calculated automatically, the pseudocode shown in Section 6.2.1 can be used to 

get the desired LSs; nonetheless, some adjustments were done, and they are shown in bold in the 

following pseudocode: 

Theta_T=0.70 

Theta_dC=0.05 

poolPromisingLSs1=”” 

poolPromisingLSs2=”” 

For each LV: 

 For each LSs with LT=="OK" 

  Calculate T 

 Q=quantifier that corresponds to the highest T 

 If Q corresponds to the one chosen by the user as majority of data to be “OK” 

  objective="S" 

 Else: 

 objective="C" 

 For each LSs with LT!=”OK” 

  Calculate T 

 Calculate dC 

 If T>Theta_T and dC>Theta_dC: 

  Add LS to poolPromosingLSs1 

 For each LSs in poolPromosingLSs1: 

  If objective=”S”: 

  Calculate U=T*(1-dC) 

 If objective=”C”: 

  Calculate U=T*dC  

If U>0: 

 Add LS to poolPromisingLSs2 

 If priority chosen by the user is P: 

  Ranking to use is the one related to P (Figure 33) 

 Else: 

  Ranking to use is the one related to Q (Figure 34) 

  

Order LSs from PromisingLSs2 in ascendant form according to the ranking priority 

 If two LSs from PromisingLSs2 are tied in ranking, use U to order them in a descendent form 

 From PromisingLSs2 ordered: 

  If objective=”S”: 

   Choose the LS at the top of the ordered pool of LSs to show it to the user 

  If objective=”C”: 

   If size of PromisingLSs2==1: 

    Select the only LS available to show it to the user 

   Else: 

    Select the first two LSs in the ordered pool of LSs to show them to the user 

  

As in CA&F case, the number of LSs presented for the methodology was proposed to be two as it 

is what literature suggested, however, it can be up to three the number of LSs presented If required; 

this is just a visualization issue rather than a recalculation issue of the methodology because the 

calculations are already performed in the background. 

An example of the selection of LSs based on the calculations performed with the previous pseudo 

code is shown next in Figure 35. 
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Figure 35. Example of linguistic summaries chosen to be presented to the user depending on the priority selected 

As it can be seen in Figure 35, priority of the user between Q and P is relevant to assign dominance 

of one LS over another. Although a ranking could be created by using a combination of P and Q 

importance, with the case study it was understood that always one of the two was dominant over 

the other. 

As a final step to verify if the methodology was working, it was important to validate it using data and 

testing the different scenarios as the ones raised in Figure 33 and Figure 34. To perform this 

validation a prototype was built in Excel using VBA, which is explained in Appendix 10. The same 

data used in the results of Section 6.2.2 was used, answering questions as CA&F and the results 

were compared between the case study and the generalized methodology; also, additional answers 

were tested and results were aligned to the expectations of the designer, which validated the 

methodology.  
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8. Conclusions 
In this section, a summary, limitations, future research and recommendations are presented to the 

reader. 

8.1 Summary 

Linguistic summarization is a descriptive data mining technique that helps people to extract 

information from data via text templates called protoforms; it is a good technique for the user since 

it uses natural language rather than complex computational languages, However, the number of 

possible LSs obtained from a single dataset can be overwhelming, increasing the complexity for 

abstracting valuable information for users. Thus, it was important to determine which LSs were 

useful for target users so that the process of decision making was well-supported. For this reason, 

the main research question about the most important LSs to show to the user emerged.  

Considering Wieringa’s approach of using theoretical and practical knowledge to design any artifact 

(e.g. a methodology), in this thesis a methodology was proposed in which the main research 

question was answered by solving different research sub questions and involving user input into the 

model.  To gather practical knowledge, a case study in CA&F, a company that uses sensors to 

collect data from pig barns to improve performance, was conducted to understand important values 

for the users and extract elements that could be used in a generalized methodology.  

However, before designing the methodology to find useful LSs, a validation on CA&F as-is situation 

of LSs was performed. In the validation of the as-is situation, several elements of the components 

of LSs, including MFs of the different LVs, were evaluated. The analysis showed that in general, 

CA&F was implementing LSs with theoretical support; nonetheless, some adjustments were needed. 

These adjustments included: 1) definition of MFs for LTs for carbon dioxide and humidity LVs; 2) 

fuzzification of temperature range LV; 3) modifications of the quantifiers so that it made more sense 

to the user; and 4) correction on the way how degree of truth was calculated. After the adjustments 

were agreed with CA&F, a generalized methodology for validating as-is situation was proposed, in 

which several questions are suggested to guide the designer to understand if the implemented 

linguistic summarization had theoretical support. 

For the methodology to find useful LSs, a theory-first-then-user-input approach was used because 

it didn’t manipulate any user input and its calculation was not as complex as a theoretical and 

practical combination approach. Elements that were considered as theoretical knowledge to filter 

the best LSs included traditional quality measures (degree of truth and degree of covering), 

thresholds for the quality measures and an author’s own quality measurement called usefulness (U) 

which was a linear combination of traditional quality measures. On the other hand, practical 

knowledge was involved in the methodology via interviews with experts and users who gave valuable 

insights for the project. The main insights that arise from these conversations were: 1) short 

messages are desired (simple protoforms); 2) messages with irrelevant LTs are not desired; 3) there 

is an importance dominance among LTs for every LV; and 4) number of LSs shown depend on the 

case (if most of the data is “OK”, show one LS which is surprising; otherwise, show two LSs that 

show common “not OK” data). Considering theoretical and practical knowledge explained before, a 

prototype was built to validate the outputs from different data with farmers and experts. The 

validation was successful as CA&F agreed that the output was the desired one. 

In literature, considering directly the user’s requirements for usefulness in linguistic summarization 

has not been studied deeply since the authors have been focusing more on theoretical quality 
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measures that can decide for the user. Beside the traditional inputs like user-defined MFs for 

quantifier Q and summarizer P, and data itself, it was important to include the interestingness input. 

For this reason, this thesis focused in generalizing a methodology in which user’s input for 

interestingness was included; it was proposed to ask the user simple questions that would lead to 

an automatic ranking of LTs (and thus, dominance of certain LSs over others). A validation for this 

methodology was performed using different datasets and scenarios, which resulted in successful 

outputs according to users and the designer. To clarify, this methodology was created for the cases 

in which simple protoforms were preferred and a desired situation (e.g. “OK” LT) exists. 

8.2 Final Remarks 
The methodology designed and implemented in CA&F was successful according to theoretical and 

practical validation performed, though it has room for improvement since this is the first attempt to 

improve LSs’ data mining technique while including users’ inputs; it is crucial to involve the user in 

the design of the methodology get insights of usefulness for LSs. With this project, the gap between 

what the designers think is useful and what the users require (that was found in literature), was 

reduced to the point in which users found that LSs were useful and interesting. 

The main research question was answered by defining the steps to create useful LSs in the case 

study of CA&F. A generalized methodology is proposed to simplify the process in other contexts; 

however, it is important to test the methodology in other companies/industries to confirm the added 

value of the generalized methodology. 

8.3 Limitations 

This thesis project was performed in CA&F, a Dutch company that works with farmers to improve 

performance in the fields. Gathering insights from users (i.e. farmers) was a limitation because 

almost none of the users (i.e. farmers) were English-speakers and due to budget or time restrictions, 

there was not a possibility to hire a translator to have more interviews that could lead to more 

valuable issues. For this reason, the sample of interviewed people is considered small, however, 

some of the experts did also have a farmer family background which helped to develop the project. 

As the case study performed in CA&F led to focus on simple protoforms, the generalized 

methodology was based on this premise, not considering the cases in which extended protoforms 

where preferred. When considering extended protoforms, more quality measures can be involved 

and more ideas about generalization can arise. 

Another premise that was considered for this methodology was that there existed a desired situation 

(i.e. an “OK” term). This is considered a limitation because not necessarily when implementing LSs, 

a desired situation exists, which could make harder to find a useful LS. 

Another limitation was that the generalized model was only validated internally by the designer and 

users in the same company. Although the methodology resulted in outputs that made sense, it was 

not tested in other industries or companies that could validate externally the proposed methodology 

for finding useful LSs. 

Finally, although temperature range, carbon dioxide and air humidity were the LVs that were defined 

and tested, there are more sensors linked to other LVs that can be tested if the user finds them 

important to improve his/her performance in the farm; periodically, more and more sensors can be 

installed in the farms and it is necessary to evaluate if linguistic summarization is required each time. 
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8.4 Future Research 

Linguistic summarization is a recently studied topic that has been found important in the field of 

natural language generation as a descriptive mining technique. This thesis showed that even with 

simple cases of LSs (simple protoforms), using basic quality measures and involving the user in a 

more active way, great results can be achieved for the users.  

Now, there is still a lot of potential for the users in cases where extended protoforms are preferred. 

When this is the case, more quality measurements can be involved in the theoretical knowledge part 

of the methodology; on the other hand, to include user’s input it is not only important to rank LTs of 

each LV, but also important to rank the importance of one LV over another, to understand the order 

of the LSs. It can be interesting how the methodology has to be adjusted to include the extended 

protoform cases, so the methodology can get extended to a complete generalization, no matter the 

case that is preferred.  

Other topic that can be researched in the future is how to include time series in this analysis. In this 

project, it was desired to describe the data without considering trends or variability throughout the 

time. Nevertheless, for users it can be interesting to know if the not desired situations (“not OK” LTs) 

were present at the beginning, middle, end or randomly spread of the time-frame that is studied. If 

time series gets involved in the analysis of LSs, an approximation to an alerting system can be 

achieved, helping users to avoid situations that are not desired before they happen. 

In literature it is explained that MFs’ parameters for the different LTs are user-defined in most of the 

cases. It can be important to find a generalized methodology in which parameters can be obtained 

for different cases, so that designers and companies have a clear guide. In this thesis a generalized 

method was proposed for obtaining parameters for the MFs related to temperature range, air 

humidity and carbon dioxide (Appendix 1 through 4); however, depending on the industry and the 

company, methodologies will vary. 

8.5 Recommendations 

Recommendations for CA&F are linked to future research and next steps to make more robust the 

implementation of linguistic summarization technique, as this area of data mining is recent and there 

is still space for improving this technique at CA&F. 

In general, it is recommended to include users’ insights in any methodology in which natural 

language is used in the future, as the computer systems and theoretical knowledge shall not be the 

final objective, but tools to support the users. In the same way, it is necessary to validate constantly 

with the users every result and output obtained, in order to have feedback and make the required 

adjustments according to users’ needs. 

It is important to keep track on the current LSs as the implemented design was tested in a small 

sample of the customers and in a brief time span of approximately 2 weeks. It is recommended not 

only to wait for the time to pass to gather more accurate data, but also test the LSs in a bigger subset 

of users that includes farmers from other regions and both, farmers new and old to the system 

(dashboard). 

LSs were meant to summarize events according to collected data. In CA&F, the LSs were designed 

to summarize data only in the cases where something went wrong during the past events; this means 

that the design of LSs for the case of CA&F was like a hybrid tool between a description and an 
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alerting system for the farmers. It is recommended to investigate about an alert system possibility, 

that includes natural language, to help farmers to react faster in a specific situation.  

However, not necessarily the alerting message shall describe the past, it can also alert from future 

undesired situations (e.g. elevated temperature season). For this reason, it is important to evaluate 

the possibility of linking the linguistic messages to forecasting weather data. If there are linguistic 

messages that explain a prediction about the status of the barns, farmers can anticipate to certain 

situation and know what to do to improve the future status of the variables in the barn. 

Finally, it is important that time series analysis is considered for the future LSs; it is different that the 

undesired situation occurs at the beginning of the period, at the end of it, or simply it is occurring 

every certain time span. Considering time series into the LSs can guide the farmer to make other 

decisions according to each scenario. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: How to define the parameters of MFs for LVs 

To set the parameters for a MF it is important to consider expert knowledge and statistical analysis 

(histograms) when the data are non-classified (i.e. datapoint is not assigned to fuzzy category). For 

this reason, a process for defining parameters of trapezoidal-shaped MFs was proposed to CA&F 

and it is depicted in Figure 36. 

 
Figure 36. Proposed process to define parameters of membership functions in CA&F for range in temperature, humidity 

and carbon dioxide 

Although this methodology was designed for CA&F case, it was important to see to what extent this 

could be generalized to other industries. 

To classify data (temperature range, air humidity and carbon dioxide) as variables of pigs or piglets, 

it was necessary to understand which farmers were using barns for fattening pigs and which ones 

for piglets. 

Temperature is supposed to be stable during the whole time that the animals are in the barn and 

thus, it was not necessary to see the data as a time-series data. Hence, to find outliers of the data 

a boxplot was proposed; datapoints that were beyond the “whiskers” were analyzed and discussed 

with user or experts to label them as outliers or not. 

Once outliers were defined for temperature, data was filtered so that data with “normal” temperatures 

was present. With filtered data, the same procedure for humidity and carbon dioxide to find outliers 

was used. If KNIME is used, datapoints that are far away from the whiskers are represented as 

crosses and datapoint that are close to whiskers but are still potential outliers are represented by 

dots; crosses datapoints were labelled as outlier automatically while the dots were subject of 

discussion. It is important to clarify that a first filter is temperature, since it is a variable that affects 

humidity and carbon dioxide emissions directly. 

Histograms were created for the three variables for each animal classification (i.e. pigs and piglets) 

to see if there was any particular distribution so that ranges for the different linguistic terms could be 

proposed. It is known by the Central Limit Theory that the mean of N samples as N is big (more than 

30) from any dataset is distributed normally. For this reason, it was proposed that for variables in 

which the two tails of distribution were important (i.e. humidity: too low or too high is not good), 

ranges could be based on data in the percentiles according to the number of standard deviations:  

Possible label of Linguistic Term Percentage of Data in Group Percentile 
Proposed Range 

Min Value Max Value 

Too Low 2.25% 2.25% 0 𝜇 − 2𝜎 

Acceptable Low 13.60% 15.85% 𝜇 − 2𝜎 𝜇 − 𝜎 

OK 68.30% 84.15% 𝜇 − 𝜎 𝜇 + 𝜎 

Acceptable High 13.60% 97.75% 𝜇 + 𝜎 𝜇 + 2𝜎 

Too High 2.25% 100% 𝜇 + 2𝜎 100 

Table 9. Proposed ranges for linguistic terms for two-tailed variables assuming normal distribution (air humidity) 
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For variables in which only one tail was important in the distribution (i.e. temperature range or carbon 

dioxide: too low doesn’t matter but too high is important), the percentages shown in Table 9 were 

accumulated and rounded for simplicity (i.e. as folding the normal distribution bell in half and keeping 

only one tail) and ranges for linguistic terms were proposed according to the data in the percentiles 

shown in Table 10. 

Possible label of Linguistic Term Percentage of Data in Group Percentile 

OK 70% 70% 

Acceptable High 25% 95% 

Too High 5% 100% 

Table 10 Proposed percentiles for one-tailed variables assuming (temperature range and carbon dioxide) 

These percentiles and ranges were subject to changes (if necessary) according to expertise of 

CA&F. Values of ranges for each linguistic term using percentiles of Table 9 and Table 10 led to 

crisp ranges so a fuzzification was needed. To fuzzify these ranges, it was proposed to: 

1) Merge values of ranges of the same variable for pigs and piglets if they were similar as shown 

in the example of Figure 37. 

 
Figure 37. Example for merging ranges of same variable to fuzzify linguistic terms 

2) If the values were not similar between pigs and piglets for the same variable, combine labels 

within the ranges of each animal (resulting in a loss of linguistic terms) as shown in example 

of Figure 38. 

 
Figure 38. Example for combining ranges of same type of animal to fuzzify linguistic term (reducing number of 

linguistic terms) 

An important remark here is that trying to merge ranges from pigs and piglets was intended not only 

for simplification of the calculation reducing computational time (although it wouldn’t take long time), 

but also because the sensors (that CA&F provides) are constantly being moved from piglets’ to pigs’ 

barns and in practice it could be difficult to implement a differentiation system.  

 

  

Label Min Max Min Max Label a b c d

Acceptable 1.5 4 1.6 3.7 Acceptable 1.5 1.6 3.7 4

Piglets Fattening Pigs

Crisp Ranges

Fuzzy Trapezoidal Parameters

Label Min Max Label a b c d

Low 0 1 Low 0 0 1 3

Acceptable Low 1 3 OK 1 3 5 7

OK 3 5

Acceptable High 5 7

Piglets

Crisp Ranges

Fuzzy Trapezoidal Parameters
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Appendix 2: Membership functions for temperature range 

The process depicted in Figure 36 was used to propose the ranges of the variables. First, 

classification of the data was performed according to the type of farm  (if it was a piglet or fattening 

farm); the temperatures are shown in Figure 39. 

 

Figure 39. Temperature of two sensors for splitting data into piglets (left) and pigs (right)  

The next step was to find outliers for each group of animals. KNIME software was used to create 

the boxplots to analyze if datapoints were going to be treated as outliers or not. Boxplots are shown 

in Figure 40.  

  

Figure 40. Boxplot for temperature for piglets (left) and pigs (right) 

It was decided to label outliers all dots that were out of the “whiskers” from Figure 40 because the 

bounds of the boxplot were already high and low according to the expected temperatures for the 

categories of animals. After data was filtered, the daily temperature range per type of animal (i.e. 

difference between max and min temperature without outliers) was graphed in a histogram and then, 

some crisp ranges were proposed according to the percentiles mentioned in Appendix 1; crisp 

ranges for pigs and piglets with the sample used are shown in Figure 41. These ranges are then 

fuzzified since values were similar between both types of animals. Fuzzy parameters for trapezoids 

are also shown in Figure 41; these parameters were validated with climate expert from DLV advies. 
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Figure 41. Crisp ranges for pigs and piglets in terms of temperature; fuzzification to define membership functions 

When comparing the crisp ranges defined by CA&F to the proposed fuzzified ranges, there was only 

one “big” difference: the fuzzified range of “OK” for the temperature range was extended around 

1°C, which according to CA&F was acceptable. The rest of the membership functions where aligned 

to previous values of crisp ranges, which showed that statistical analysis and expert knowledge are 

linked. 
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Appendix 3: Membership functions for air humidity 

Without the outliers of temperature and having already classified the data, the same procedure was 

done for air humidity; however, merging of values from pigs and piglets were not possible since they 

differ. First, some outliers were found using the boxplots output of KNIME; this time, data was labeled 

as outlier if the data points were beyond the “whiskers” and KNIME showed them as “crosses” as 

seen in Figure 42; this was a decision made with CA&F. 

  
Figure 42. Boxplot for air humidity of piglets (left) and pigs (right) 

Later, histogram for piglets and pigs were created and it was proven by shapiro-test of normality and 

Q-Q plot that piglets’ humidity was normally distributed (p-value for piglets was 0.051), while humidity 

for pigs were close to normal (at least bell shaped; p-value 0.02); Figure 43 shows this. 

   

  
Figure 43. Histogram of air humidity of piglets (above) and pigs (below) with their respective Q-Q plots 
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Since piglets’ data was normally distributed, crisp ranges according to values of Table 9 were 

proposed. Fuzzification of these ranges was performed by using the technique mentioned in Figure 

38. The results are shown in Figure 44 

 

Figure 44. Ranges for piglets in terms of air humidity and fuzzification to define membership functions 

Using the same percentages for percentiles as in normal-shaped distribution, the ranges for pigs 

were quite like the ones of piglets, as can be seen in Figure 45. However, in general, it made sense 

to leave the same MFs for humidity in pigs, as was agreed with CA&F. 

 

Figure 45.Membership functions for pigs’ (right) air humidity based on the membership functions defined for piglets (left). 

Air humidity was not compared to any MF previously defined by CA&F as this was the first attempt 

of defining them. CA&F agreed that this was the first step to define MFs for air humidity. 
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Appendix 4: Membership functions for carbon dioxide 

Using the same dataset that was used to analyze air humidity, MFs for carbon dioxide were defined. 

As in temperature and air humidity, outliers were the first step; same assumption as in air humidity 

for labelling data as outliers was used. Boxplots for carbon dioxide are shown in  

   

Figure 46. Boxplot for carbon dioxide of piglets (left) and pigs (right) 

Once outliers were identified, ranges were declared using the percentages mentioned in Table 10. 

However, for piglets, the percentages changed to 70%-20%-10% as Dutch law states that it is not 

acceptable to have more than 3000 ppm of carbon dioxide; if 70%-25%-5% was left, then the 

acceptable range for piglets was until around 3100 ppm. 70%-20%-10% was agreed with CA&F to 

have a conservative value. Merged MFs parameters for carbon dioxide are shown in Figure 47. 

 

Figure 47. Crisp ranges for pigs and piglets in terms of temperature; fuzzification to define membership functions 

Carbon Dioxide was not compared to any MF previously defined by CA&F as this was the first 

attempt of defining them. CA&F agreed that this was the first step to define MFs for carbon dioxide. 
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Appendix 5: Linguistic Summaries Survey 
A linguistic summary is a sentence that captures the information of data in the form: 

“Most of the data of humidity in the last 7 days was too high” 

Please, fill in the cell with the importance you give to the different highlighted parts of the above 

sentence with a ranking (i.e. 1 is the most important or relevant, 2 is the next most important one, 

and so on). If there are two words or sentences equally important to you, then please assign the 

same number to them. 

 

Ranges in Temperature Ranking 

Too High (5°C or more)  1 

Acceptable (3-6°C)  2 

OK (0-3°C)  3 

 

Humidity Ranking 

Too High (60%-100%)  1 

Too Low (0%-50%)  2 

OK (40%-70%)  3 

 

Carbon Dioxide Ranking 

Too High (2800 ppm or more) 1  

Acceptable (2000-3000 ppm)  2 

OK (0-2150 ppm)  3 
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Appendix 6: Excel Prototype for methodology applied in CA&F 
The prototype handed to CA&F was a file in Excel in which the steps of the methodology from 

Section 6.2.1 were followed. The prototype included a first sheet where the methodology was 

explained, and each sheet had a brief description. 

 
Figure 48. Index for brief description of each sheet according to methodology 

The only data that was needed in the prototype was the time, date and values of the three LVs. 

 
Figure 49. Input required for the prototype 

When running the macro with the button “UPDATE”, the useful LSs were obtained along with the 

corresponding graphs 

 
Figure 50. Results of the prototype using the inputted data 
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Appendix 7: Technology Acceptance Model Survey (English) 
The survey was developed based on questions from the paper of Abu Dalbouh (2013) and with 

validation from experts of CA&F. Originally it was developed in English due to lack of Dutch language 

proficiency. 

 

Figure 51. Questionnaire for user evaluation (English) 

  

Company Name

Age

Gender

Disagree Neutral Agree

Perceived Usefulness 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Not Answering

Using LSs enable farmers to get information from the barn quickly

Using LSs saves time of the farmers

Using LSs improves my tracking efficiency of the barn

Using LSs improves performance of the barn

Ease of Use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Not Answering

It is clear and understandable what are the LSs

I find easy to read the LSs

The words used in the LSs are easy and adequate

I find good that the system calculates automatically the LSs

Satisfaction 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Not Answering

I am completely satisfied with having sentences in the dashboard

I am completely satisfied with the LSs that were presented

I feel confident on using the LSs presented

I can accomplish adjustments to barn quickly using LSs

Intention to Use 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Not Answering

I will use LSs for tracking variables of the barn

I would recommend to use LSs to other farmers
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Appendix 8: Technology Acceptance Model Survey (Dutch) 
Translation from the original questionnaire was made by experts of CA&F. The best way to ask to 

the farmers the TAM model questions was using their mother’s tongue language. 

 

Figure 52. Questionnaire for user evaluation (Dutch) 

  

Naam/Bedrijfsnaam (If wanted to be anonymous, it is fine, just write "A)

Leeftijd

Geslacht

helemaal mee oneens neutraal helemaal mee eens

Bruikbaarheid 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Not Answering

Met behulp van tekstboodschappen kunnen veehouders snel informatie krijgen over het stalklimaat

Het gebruik van tekstboodschappen bespaart tijd

Door het gebruik van tekstboodschappen kan ik makkelijker bijsturen

Het gebruik van tekstboodschappen verbetert de resultaten

Makkelijk te gebruiken 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Not Answering

Het is duidelijk en begrijpelijk wat de tekstboodschappen inhouden

Ik vind het gemakkelijk om de tekstboodschappen te lezen

De woorden die worden gebruikt in de tekstboodschappen zijn helder en duidelijk

Ik vind het goed dat het systeem automatisch de tekstboodschappen bepaalt

Tevredenheid 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Not Answering

Ik ben helemaal tevreden met het hebben van tekstboodschappen in het dashboard

Ik ben helemaal tevreden met de tekstboodschappen die werden gepresenteerd

Ik heb er vertrouwen in dat ik de juiste dingen doe met de gepresenteerde tekstboodschappen 

Ik kan aanpassingen in het klimaatmanagement realiseren door de tekstboodchappen te benutten

Intentie om te gebruiken 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Not Answering

Bij het openen van het dashboard zal ik de tekstboodschappen lezen

Ik zal collega varkenshouders het gebruik van de tekstboodschappen aanbevelen

Finish
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Appendix 9: Results of the TAM questionnaire 
Complete results of the TAM survey performed to 12 farmers are: 

 

Figure 53. Answers collected for 12 farmers for the various statements of TAM questionnaire  

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 F12 Average Std. Dev.

Using LSs enable farmers to get information from the barn quickly 5 5 5 7 6 5 5 6 7 7 6 3 5.58 1.16

Using LSs saves time of the farmers 5 5 6 4 6 4 4 4 7 4 4 2 4.58 1.31

Using LSs improves my tracking efficiency of the barn 3 5 4 4 6 5 4 6 5 5 6 2 4.58 1.24

Using LSs improves performance of the barn 4 5 5 2 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 2 4.17 1.11

It is clear and understandable what are the LSs 6 6 6 7 5 5 5 6 4 5 5 5.45 0.82

I find easy to read the LSs 4 4 6 6 6 5 4 6 6 4 3 4.91 1.14

The words used in the LSs are easy and adequate 6 6 6 6 5 5 6 4 4 5 5 5.27 0.79

I find good that the system calculates automatically the LSs 6 6 5 6 6 4 6 5 7 5 2 5.27 1.35

I am completely satisfied with having sentences in the dashboard 4 5 5 4 6 5 6 3 7 6 6 1 4.83 1.64

I am completely satisfied with the LSs that were presented 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 4 4 6 1 4.42 1.31

I feel confident on using the LSs presented 6 4 4 5 6 6 7 4 6 6 5 7 5.50 1.09

I can accomplish adjustments to barn quickly using LSs 4 4 6 5 6 5 5 4 7 5 7 2 5.00 1.41

I will use LSs for tracking variables of the barn 5 3 5 5 6 4 5 6 7 7 7 6 5.50 1.24

I would recommend to use LSs to other farmers 4 2 4 5 3 4 5 6 6 5 5 1 4.17 1.53

Perceived Usefulness

Ease of Use

Satisfaction

Intention to Use
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Appendix 10: Excel Prototype for generalized methodology 
The prototype to validate the methodology was a file in Excel in which the adjusted pseudo code of 

the methodology from Section 7.2 was followed. The prototype included a first sheet where the 

methodology was explained, and each sheet had a brief description. 

 
Figure 54. Index for brief description of each sheet according to methodology 

The data that was needed in this generalization prototype was the time, date, values of the LV and 

also the parameters for the different MFs of Q and P. 

      
Figure 55. Input required for the prototype 

Once the traditional input is defined and entered, the user shall answer the different questions stated 

in Table 8 using the format shown in Figure 56. When running the macro with the button “UPDATE”, 

the useful LSs were obtained along with the corresponding graph as in Figure 50. 

 
Figure 56. Results of the prototype using the inputted data 


